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III Word list and abbreviations 
Approximation   Ability to represent a situation 

Behavior model Model aspect that aims at representing possible interactions, or behavior,   

between a building model and users. 

BES-tool    Building energy simulation tool 

BPS    Building performance simulation 

Building bound consumption Consumption related to the building imbedded systems (e.g. ventilation, 

lighting and heating) 

Building variable consumption Consumption related to non-building imbedded systems  

DHW    Domestic hot water 

EPC    Energy performances coefficient (Dutch: energieprestatiecoëfficiënt) 

EUI    Electricity use intensity (of the heat pump) 

HDH    Heating degree hours 

HVAC-system   Heating, Ventilation and Air Conditioning system  

M3    Master project number 3 

‘Nota Nul’   Dutch name of the design concept; translates as  

‘To have no energy bill’. 

NZEB     Nearly zero energy buildings or Net zero energy buildings 

‘Null op de meter’   Dutch name for a design concept 

OB    Occupant behavior 

OH    Overheating hours 

PV-panels    Photovoltaic-panels   

TRNSYS    Transient System Simulation tool 
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IV List of symbols 

Symbol Unit Description 

Asurface [m2] Surface area of the dwelling, equals 128 [m2] 

   

COP [-] Coefficient of performances heat pump 

   

Eheat pump [kWh/m2] Energy use for space and DHW heating 

Elighting [kWh/m2] Energy use for lighting 

EUIdhw [kWh/m2] Energy use intensity for DHW heating 

EUIheat pump [kWh/m2] Energy use intensity for space and DHW heating 

EUIspace heating [kWh/m2] Energy use intensity for space heating 

Evariable [kWh/m2] Energy use for household equipment 

Event [kWh/m2] Energy use for mechanical ventilation 

   

HDH [hours] 
Heating degree hours, amount of hours at which Tambiemt < 

Theating set point 

   

mdhw [kg/hr]-water Total mass flow during a period in which DHW is used 

mshowerhead [kg/hr]-water Mass flow through shower head setting or type 

   

noccupant [-] Number of occupants allocated to a dwelling 

   

Pheat pump [W] Power outage from the heat pump 

   

Qactivity [W/m2] Heat gain from people for different bodily activities 

Qdemand [W/m2] Heating demand for space and warm water heating 

Qequipment [W/m2] Heat gain from heat generation in equipment 

Qpeople [W/m2] Heat gain from people 

Qtotal_equipment [W/m2] Total heat gain from heat generation in equipment 

   

qnatural_ventilation [ACH] 
Total ventilation rate through window opening  

(= natural ventilation) 

qwindow [ACH] 
Ventilation rate per openable window, assumed 0,5 [ACH] per 

window 

   

Tambient [oC] Outdoor ambient temperature 

Toveraheating [oC] 
Temperature at which overheating is considered;  

assumed 25 [oC] 

Tset point [oC] Heating set point 

Tsimulated indoor [oC] Indoor temperature simulated in TNRSYS 

Tventilation [oC] Temperature measured at room ventilation exhaust 

Tvessel [oC] Water temperature within the storage vessel 

   

toverheating [hours] 
Amount of hours where  Tindoor  >=  Toverheating during the whole 

the whole year 

tplotting [hours] / [min] 
Interval within data base or TRNSYS model at which data is 

recorded 

ttotal_dhw_duration [min] Total time duration in which DHW is used 
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V Abstract 
Within the built environment, knowledge about the contribution of occupant behavior towards a (high performing) 

building’s energy or climate performances is becoming increasingly more important. Since occupant behavior is very 

complex, predicting or evaluating the building’s performances as a result of occupant behavior influences is difficult, 

because it is nearly impossible to know how each (individual) user operates a building. The resulting uncertainty 

about the influence of occupant behavior can be problematic, as inefficient or excessive usage can lead to undesired 

building performances; for example, higher energy consumption or more discomfort. Within the case study dwellings 

introduced in this research, a performances variation is noticeable, and the used sustainability concept may not be 

reached. Occupants are assumed to be a major influence factor; however, there are still several uncertainties about 

their actual contribution.  

 

To gain more insight about the contribution of occupant behavior, this project aims at first analyzing the current 

performances variation noticeable at several dwellings. This study is performed by analyzing data which is being 

monitored real-time at each individual dwelling. Within the second step, a numerical study within TRNSYS is set for 

a specific group of these dwellings to estimate how large the contribution of occupant behavior could be with respect 

to the used sustainability concept. Through an additional sensitivity study, it project also tries to estimated what kind 

of behavior is most likely responsible for undesired performances.  

 

The results indicate that for the selected dwellings it is very likely that occupants are causing a performances 

variation when considering the conditions at which the measurement data is analyzed. This variation in 

performances as a result of behavior can be as large as a factor of two to one when addressing the consumption of 

the heat pump for these dwellings. Besides the variation in heating energy consumption, it is also noticed that 

behavior may be a major contributor towards thermal discomfort at some dwellings. Within the following numerical 

TRNSYS model, 64 different scenarios representing possible behavior scenarios estimate that behavior could 

contribute to an increase of +191% or a decrease of -77% in heating energy when considering behavior assumed 

very likely possible within these dwellings. A sensitivity study further estimates that mainly ineffective usage or very 

high set points for space heating could cause above average energy consumption, and that high internal gains (e.g. 

large families, equipment usage and little/ insufficient ventilation) could contribute the most towards possible 

thermal discomfort within these case study dwellings. Although literature strengthen these estimations to some 

extent, and the model is valid under assumed conditions, there are still some uncertainties about the used 

measurement data and, as a result, the realism of the model. Because of this, a strong recommendation is to further 

analyze and extent the monitoring of these dwellings with respect to the (long term) suitability concepts and to 

further compare this data with the TRNSYS model.  
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1 Introduction 

1.1 Research background 

Within the built environment and the study group of building energy simulation, occupant behavior and calculating 

its possible contribution to a building’s performance indicators is a trending research topic, both during the design 

and during the operation phase of a building. That occupant behavior influences building performance is certain, and 

has been stated in numerous articles overtime [1]–[5]. How this interaction between a dwelling and the occupants 

can take place can be effected by e.g. lifestyle, household type, personal preferences and income, just to name a 

few examples. Because occupant behavior can be affected by such many parameters, the impact of occupant 

behavior often provides a source of uncertainty when modelling or evaluating the performances of designs [6] - [8].   

 

This uncertainty lays within the impact on the design’s performances as a result of how different occupants interact 

with, e.g., a dwelling. This impact can lead to a large variation in performances in; for example, energy consumption 

and indoor climate. As found by Bahaj and James [9], this variation in energy consumption between nine identical 

social low energy dwellings can be as high as 600% at certain time intervals. According to an follow up experiment 

by Gill et al [10]; the resulting variation in consumption due to behavior can account for as much as 51%, 37%, and 

11% of the variance in heat, electricity, and water usage, respectively, between low-energy dwellings within the UK. 

Seligman et al. [11]  also investigated the influence of behavior on the energy consumption, and found that the 

resulting variation could be two to one within 28 identical dwellings. Haldi et al. [12] also came to a similar conclusion, 

and stated that behavior can have an impact as large as a factor of two, whilst individuals’ diversity has a yet a greater 

impact on energy demands within dwellings.  

 

Within high performing dwellings, the influence of occupant behavior on the building performances and 

corresponding variation is expected to be even more significant [4], [10]. This significances is caused by the reduction 

of energy consumption through the improvement of aspects such as insulation, installations and mechanical 

ventilation. In turn, occupant behavior becoming relatively more important on the energy and comfort performances 

for these low energy dwellings as these dwellings are less influenced by the outdoor climate [10]. 

 

An example of a group of high performing dwellings within the Netherlands in which occupant behavior causes 

uncertainty related to the variation in performances are the “Morgen Woningen”. These dwellings are co-developed 

and maintained by HOMIJ Technical Installations BV (hereafter HOMIJ), and are designed based on the sustainability 

concept of ‘‘Nota Nul’’ which means that at annual base, the expected energy bill is zero or less (through tax 

exemptions, indicating that the household might even receive money) [13]. However, the objectives of this concept 

may not be reached, and a variation in performances is noticeable between the dwellings. Because these dwellings 

are homogenous in terms of HVAC-systems, floorplans, envelopes and materials, there are several assumptions that 

the inhabitants and allocated behavior is a major cause for this deviation. These assumptions have some strengths, 

as several (case) studies analyzed under similar conditions already stated that behavior can be a larger contributor 

to an energy performance variation [4], [9], [10], [11], [12] and [14].  

 

Within the field of BES-modelling, evaluating and predicting performance variation and uncertainty caused by 

occupant behavior such as noticeable at these dwellings of HOMIJ is a current topic. Whereas aspects such as 

installations and material properties are subjected to limited uncertainty when modeling, the impact of occupant 

behavior is still often uncertain due to the nearly stochastic nature of how occupants interact with the building itself 

and the resulting variation in performances. When evaluating a model, the possible variation in performances as a 

result of different behavior is often not considered within simple models, e.g. schedules  [12], [15]. This performance 

variation can lead to a wrong evaluation of a model,  which in turn can lead to a wrong assessment and choices 

within a design [16]. 
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Compared to simples models, a complex model is expected to have a better approximation to represent realistic 

behavior and can therefore better represent the possible variation in performances for different users. However, 

the required (input) data to model these complex behavior models is not always present, and estimations used to 

replace missing data can also have a degree of uncertainty, as these may not be suitable for the given situation. In 

turn, this missing data could cause a potential error when comparing the model output with actual performances if 

wrong estimations are made. Besides the needed input data, (computational) resources, knowledge and time 

needed to create complex (occupant behavior) models is often not available [17], [18] .  

 

As a result of these disadvantages, simple models are still often preferred and used, especially for cases in which 

occupant behavior is expected to have little influence on the performance indicators. Although schedules may be a 

good estimation for a larger group or as a quick comparison, these types of models often do no take deviating 

behavior into account. This lack of information can lead to a poor approximation at times, and can sometimes lead 

to oversimplification of the influence of occupants and their contribution to a building’s performances. This 

oversimplification in models occurs often when reference or input values are used which only represent a specific 

group of people and neglect different patterns of demand. For example, wasteful energy consumption, inefficient 

usage, and deviating scenarios are likely not taken into account when looking at the average performance of a group. 

The consequences of oversimplifying and poor approximations for occupant behavior can therefore lead to wrong 

assumptions or decisions when looking at the performance of a design, as these simplified values can obscure the 

understanding of the actual energy demand [13],[15].  

 

Overall, a  poor understanding and application of both simple and complex models could lead to wrong decision 

making, which in turn could lead to wrong assessments, larger energy demands, poor indoor environmental quality, 

higher operation costs, and under- (or over-) sizing of systems [16]. Although there are some assumptions on how 

the complexity of a model and the potential errors relate to each other (See Figure 1), there is no agreed-upon 

method or decided trade-off point for modelling occupant behavior yet [19] [20]. As a result of this discussion, 

research on occupant behavior, modelling complexity and related uncertainties is steadily becoming a more 

widespread topic [20]. 

 

In summary, occupant behavior still causes a lot of uncertainties, both in cases studies such as HOMIJ’s “all electric 

dwellings with no energy bill” but also for the research field of BES-modelling. In the former of the two, this 

uncertainty lays within how the occupants use the dwellings and the actual performances. In the second case, there 

is an ongoing discussion on how to model occupant behavior so that possible variation due to alternative behavior 

in performances can be better taken into account. This project aims to provide an introduction for both topics. 

 
Figure 1: Relation between model complexity, the potential error due to simplification, and the potential error 

due to the uncertainty of the input data (or estimations within the model) [19]. 
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1.2 Research objective and relevance 

Based on the earlier discussion, this study aims at achieving the following two objectives: I) giving an indication or 

confirmation about the deviation in performances likely caused by occupant behavior within these high performing 

case study dwellings (Figure 2), and II) analyzing if simple tools such as schedules in combination with good 

estimations are able to approximate the influence of behavior for specified performances indicators. If this is not the 

case, this could give an indication that more complex methods; for example, stochastic models, might be needed to 

evaluate the uncertainty due to behavior. Based on these two objectives, this project is relevant for two parties. 

 

For HOMIJ, this project intents to provide more insight on the performances of these case study dwellings. For these 

performances indicators, the main focus lays on I) the energy performances, and II) the indoor climate and comfort 

of these dwellings. Within this project, the focus lays on what the role of the inhabitants can be, and how they can 

contribute to the variation in performances. Based on this information, insight on the current uncertainty about why 

some dwellings perform differently that others can be delivered. This information can in turn help to provide lead 

on points for further research to extent and further develop the long term ambitions for these case study dwellings. 

For more information about the case study, the case study is further extended in Appendix 1: Case study dwellings. 

 

Within the field of BES-modeling, this project aims at providing new insights related to the discussion of the modelling 

complexity of occupant behavior within the field of BES-modeling. These insights are provided by evaluating the 

variation in performances within these case dwellings, and analyzing whether a BES-model with simple schedule 

occupant behavior scenarios is able to represent this variation. 

 

  
Figure 2: Case study dwellings frontal view (left) and rear view (right). [21] 

1.3 Research questions 

To address the objectives above, the research aims at answering the following main research question: 

 

RQ1: ‘What is the influence of occupant behavior for this specific case study dwelling(s) in terms of comfort and 

(building bound) energy performances’?    

 

To address this question, this project will divide the problem into several sub-research questions which will be 

addressed step by step within the method. These questions are as follow: 
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SQ1: What is the current variation in performances of these dwellings (as a result of behavior) ? 

 

SQ2: How can this case study (and occupant behavior) be represented within a building energy simulation tool? 

 

SQ3: Which building operation parameters related to occupant behavior can have a large influence on the comfort 

and (building bound) energy performances?  

 

The first question that needs to be answered first is how large the current performance variation is, and whether it 

is accountable towards occupants or other possible sources (e.g. weather, orientation or system errors). If other 

sources are accountable, the uncertainty within the performance variation is larger, which in turn will also provide 

more uncertainty for the setup of the model. The second question focuses more on the discussion of complex versus 

simple models. Since only schedules are addressed in this project, this part focuses on the question if this simple 

application is able to represent a performance variation, or if it leaves much uncertainty when comparing this output 

with that of the performances of the case study. In case of the later, this could be interpreted that more complex 

models may be required. The last sub question addresses the concerns HOMIJ, if occupants can be accounted to the 

larger consumption of the dwelling, what are likely the mean reasons or parameters responsible. Although these 

results will be based on a model, they may provide a first lead on point for further studies and what the possible of 

different behavior might be in terms of magnitude. Based on the answers of these sub questions, the main question 

and allocated objectives are addressed. 

1.4 Research results 

Based on the main  research questions, this project aims at delivering the following results per question. For the first 

question, this study aims at providing an indication about the variation in performances certainly allocated to 

behavior, and if possible, evidence that occupants are accountable for the noticed performances. Following this 

analysis, the goal is to deliver a BES-model which is representative when compared to the measurement data. This 

model should also be able to provide an estimation on the uncertainty range in performances which can be caused 

by occupants. Following up this model, the last deliverables are model estimations of which parameters allocated to 

behavior contribute the most towards the chosen performance indicators.  

1.5 Structure 

Within this report, first, the literature and the method used are explained. Then, step by step the results are 

displayed. This report ends with a discussion around the main research questions and a general conclusion with 

recommendations. Added in annex are also several additions to the main text. This added information includes a 

wider background explanation of the case study dwellings and a more detailed background of the theory. Besides 

this information, the annex also contains a broader comparison of the measurement data (with different sources), 

more in depth information about the used measurement data and in indication about how this deviation relates to 

the concept of ‘Nota Nul’. Furthermore, all model assumptions with related calculations are added together with the 

output of the sensitivity studies. Lastly, also the Matlab coding used for the TRNSYS sensitivity study is added. 
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2 Literature and definitions 

Within the first chapter, the relevant literature is discussed and the definitions uphold are explained. Please note 

that the definitions uphold here are explained in greater depth within Appendix 1: Case study dwellings and Appendix 

2: Project terminology and theories.  

2.1 Literature and related research topics 

In preparation of this research, a literature study was performed on several topics to prepare the method. 

Information related to this research can be divided into the following main topics: I) modeling uncertainty related to 

estimations and approximations, II) (BES) modeling complexity modeling, III) modeling occupant behavior within BES-

tools,  IV) occupant behavior and its influence on (high performing) building performances and V) the background 

around the case study dwellings. A brief description of why these topics were addressed is added below.  

 

1. Modelling uncertainty for estimations and approximations 

Since there is no agreed-upon method for modeling occupant behavior, the first goal was to set up terminology and 

definitions uphold within this project. These definitions addressed mainly the terms modeling uncertainty, 

estimations (errors) and the approximation accuracy of the model [20],[22].  

 

2.  (Building Energy Simulation) modelling complexity 

The second step was to make a separation between the level of complexity between different tools for modelling 

occupant behavior. The aim was to set up own standards which are uphold during this project. A second aim here is 

to understand the background ( (dis-) advantages, risks and possibilities) of different types of models with an increase 

of complexity. [17], [23]–[25]. 

 

3. Modelling occupant behavior within BES-tools  

This category mainly aimed at understanding which methods are available to model behavior within current tools, 

and what aspects related to behavior are (often) taken into account (within BES-tools). Since occupant behavior can 

be very broad, this research mainly aimed to narrow down occupant behavior to several aspects which can be 

modelled within most BES-tools and are still related to the performance indicators of the case study dwellings [4], 

[20] and [26]. 

 

4. Occupant behavior and their influence on a dwelling’s performances 

This category aimed at gaining insight how occupants can influence a (high performing) dwelling, and the possible 

magnitude of this influence on different performances indicators. The main goal here was to gather comparison data 

which within the model could be used as input or as boundary conditions (e.g. NEN-norms or reference occupation 

schedules).  

 

5. Morgen Wonen and the concept of ‘‘Nota Nul’’ 

The last topics addresses the case study. The main reason literature about this topic was addressed was to 

understand the background and concept of design of the dwellings. This information was needed to have a clearer 

insight on how the  research question, method and model had to be addressed [13], [21] [27]. 
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2.2 Definitions 

As a result of the literature research, the following definitions are uphold during this project in relation to the case 

study and the theoretical background of (modeling) occupant behavior. 

2.2.1 Definitions related to the case study 

In relation to the case study, the following terminology is uphold. 

 

1. Building bound and variable consumption 

In relation to the used concept, there are two different types of energy consumption used within different energy 

and sustainability concepts. The first type of consumption is ‘building bound, or building imbedded’ consumption. 

According to Dutch policies, building bound consumption concerns all energy needed to condition and light a 

building, independent of the building demand [28]. In contrary to the building bound consumption, non-bound 

consumption, or variable consumption, is related to all energy not needed to condition a building (e.g. household 

equipment). 

 

2. Concept of ‘Nota Nul’ 

The case study addressed within this project is designed according to the sustainability concept of ‘Nota nul’. 

Buildings designed according to this concept are high performing buildings that have a sufficient local energy 

generation up and till the point that an average, energy caution family is likely have no additional costs for energy 

throughout the year [13], [21] and [27]. In terms of energy, both building bound and variable consumption are 

considered. An example calculation of this concept is also added in Appendix 1.1 Background of concept of ‘‘Nota 

Nul’’. Note that this concept is not to be mistaken with a nZEB concept, as the nZEB concept has as goal to create 

very high performing buildings in which the required energy consumption is mostly compensated by renewable 

energy sources [29], whereas the goal of Nota Nul is to have no energy bill.  

 

3. Concept of ‘Nul op de meter’ 

Parallel to the concept of ‘Nota nul’, a slightly different design concept is ‘Nul op de meter’. Buildings designed 

according to this concept are also high performing buildings which have an annual net zero energy consumption 

registered at the energy meters. In other words, the energy registration meter at annual base does not increase and 

nearly no energy is taken from the grid [27]. The main difference with Nota Nul dwellings is that these ‘Nul op de 

meter’ dwellings do no take tax exemptions into account. As a result, these ‘Nul op de meter’ dwellings are 

considered slightly more energy efficient.  

 

4. ‘All-electric’ dwellings 

Within both concepts (and also within the case study) the term ‘all-electric’ is often used. Buildings are considered 

all-electric when they do not consume (earth) gas or oil to generate heat for DHW and space heating [27]. Within 

these dwellings this definition is often translated into a design through using a heat pump to generate heat. A second 

reason why this concept is also used is because it is expected that: I) energy prices for gas increases more rapidly 

[27], [30] and II), gas consumption cannot be compensated on site, whereas electricity can be generated through 

PV-cells.  
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2.2.2 Definitions related to modeling occupant behavior 

In regards to the modeling of occupant behavior and related complexity, the following definitions are uphold. 

 

1. Occupant behavior 

Occupant behavior within this project is defined as the influence of the presence of occupants and actions, that an 

occupant can perform within a building to influence his or her surroundings which, in turn, could influence the 

building’s performances. This definition is derived from [4], [20], [26].  

 

2. Model Complexity 

Within this project, the following definition is uphold in regards to complexity. Complexity of a model depends on 

the amount of detail in it, which in turn, depends on the product of size, resolution and interaction. “Product” is used 

symbolically here, i.e., a model doesn’t necessarily multiply in size, resolution and interaction – what we do instead 

is discuss several measures in which increasing the size and resolution lead to increasing complexity [25]. 

 

3. Input uncertainty as a result of estimations 

Estimation errors are defined as a potential inaccuracy in any phase or activity of the modelling process that is due 

to lack of knowledge. The first feature that this definition stresses is ‘potential’, meaning that the inaccuracy may or 

may not exist. In other words, there may be no inaccuracy, say, in the prediction of some event, even though there 

is a lack of knowledge if the aspect is modelled correctly. The second key feature of this estimation uncertainty is 

that its fundamental cause is incomplete information [22]. Within this project, it is assumed that the potential 

estimation error increases when the model complexity increases, as more data is required to operate these advance 

models (See Figure 1). 

 

4. Approximation error due to model abstraction 

The last definition covers the potential error due to the abstraction of a model. Abstraction of a model refers to a 

method or algorithm applied to a model to reduce its complexity while preserving its validity in an experimental 

frame [25].  When taking into account the work of [19] (Figure 1) and [22], the approximation error can stated as the 

error of a model that is not due to lack of knowledge, but rather related to the simplification of a model up and till 

the point that an inaccuracy occurs. Essentially, if there is an agreed-upon or correct approach that is considered to 

be more accurate or correct, diverging from this method can be considered an approximation error. This error may 

be allowed however if practical reasons outweigh the magnitude of the error (e.g. costs or resources available).  
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3 Methodology  

This chapter describes the methodology used to set up the results and to investigate the research question(s). First, 

the general method is explained. Second, the method is explained step by step. 

3.1 Main methodology 

The method consists of three steps which are displayed in Figure 3. In this figure, each step is displayed with the 

allocated sub questions. All of these steps are based on an earlier pre-conducted literature study (M3 project) and 

the background situation concerning the case study dwelling of HOMIJ (as described in Appendix 1: Case study 

dwellings). Within the method, the first step aims and analyzing the measured data available for the case study 

dwellings. This analyses includes selecting which dwellings are specifically used and determining which parameters 

of these dwellings are considered for this study. For the second step, a numerical model is made of the case study 

dwellings. The first part here focuses on creating a model which can be compared with the dwellings. This is to be 

achieved through validating it based on the measurement data. In the second part, different behavior scenarios are 

implemented through schedules and the outcome is compared to the data analyzed at step one. The last step aims 

at estimating which behavior parameters contributes the most towards the energy demand and the indoor climate. 

 

Step 1:
Data analysis

Step 2: 
Set up case study model 

and implement 
behaviour model

Step 3: 
Investigate building 

parameters sensitive to 
occupant behaviour

Conclusion

M3 project: 
Set up research & 

method

SQ1:  What is the current status of the dwellings?
- What is the current deviation in comfort and energy performances?
- What are typical behaviour?
- What are the boundary conditions of the measurement data

SQ2: How can this case study be represented within a building energy simulation tool?
- What is the impact of the typical behaviour profiles on the comfort and energy performances?
- Can the uncertainty range within the case study be represented by behaviour schedules?
- If not, would a more complex model provide a better representation?

SQ3: Which building parameters have a large influence on the impact of occupant behaviour for comfort
         and energy performances? (Sensitivity study)

- Which parameters are sensitive?
- Which parameters  influences remain uncertain?

Method
Sub research questions

Project conclusion, based on clustering, analyses and data: 
RQ1:  What is the influence of occupant behaviour for these specific case study dwellings in 

                             terms of comfort and energy performances.
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Figure 3: Overview of the method described step by step. The right column describes the sub questions which are 

addressed at each step.  
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3.2 Data analysis 

Within the methodology, the first step consists of analyzing the measurement data available for the dwellings. The 

purpose of this step is to gain insight on the measurements and deviation in performances which took place. 

Secondly, this analysis aims at selecting which parameters and building aspects are modelled, and the additional 

boundary conditions at which these parameters can be compared. Additionally, this step also aimed to understand 

the data base and measurement data available within this study. 

3.2.1 Time frame of measurements 

At time of analyzing the measurement data, most dwellings were still being built within several location within the 

Netherlands. Therefore only several dwellings had a (long) time frame in which they were occupied. As a result, it 

was chosen to use only dwellings of which at least a half-year of in use data existed. This time frame consists of the 

period of 1st of Jan 2015 until the 1st of July 2015 (total of 181 days). To provide an estimation of the annual 

consumption, heating degree hours (HDH) were used to gain insight on the possible annual consumption (Appendix 

4: Annual consumption based on HDH). Based on this small study, it was estimated that the second half year would 

likely have a slightly larger demand, due to a higher amount of higher amount of HDH. However, even if the second 

half year might have a higher consumption, for the duration of this research the time frame of half a year is used. 

The main reason for this is to have as little amount of adjustments to the measurement data as possible. Secondly, 

assuming the current trends in performances continue, this will not affect the main conclusions regarding the 

influence of occupants and which parameters are sensitive to a larger variation regarding the performances 

indicators. 

3.2.2 Selection of dwellings 

At time of this investigation, over 150 dwellings were built, and within the future this number will increase. Although 

the design is the same for all regions (in terms of systems and floor plans), the (local) weather and orientation may 

differ per separate location. As a result, it was chosen to focus on only the dwellings of the Holten area (Figure 4). 

The choice was made to only focus on these dwellings because it is know for certain that the boundary conditions 

are exactly the same in terms of lay-out, orientation, type (terraced or end-dwellings) and local weather. The 

resulting outcome means that all dwellings used are terraced houses (end dwellings are not considered), lay within 

the region of Holten (NL, province of Overijsel) and have their frontal façade facing a north-east direction. Choosing 

to exclude these parameters as a possible cause, the remaining performances is very likely the result of occupants 

and allocated behavior. An complete overview of the dwellings chosen is displayed in Appendix 3.1 Selected 

parameters and dwellings from the database. 

 

    
Figure 4: Locations throughout the Netherlands in which the case study dwellings are situated [21]. Within this 

research, the focus will lay on the red marked location for the dwellings of Holten (right picture) [21].  
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3.2.3 Energy demand distinction 

Figure 5 below displays the total estimated energy consumption divided into several categories of consumption. 

Within the dwellings, a distinction can be made between two types of energy consumption, mainly I) the variable 

energy consumption (related to appliances, brought by the inhabitants), which is expected to account for 54,1 % of 

the consumption and II) the building bound consumption (related to building embedded systems). The building 

bound consumption can also be divided into three sub categories, energy for ventilation, energy for lighting and 

energy for space heating and DHW. Although the concept of Nota nul applies to both the building bound costs and 

the variable costs (see ‘Concept of Nota Nul’), this project only addressed the electricity use intensity of the heat 

pump, which is accountable to the building bound consumption. As displayed in Figure 5 below, the estimated  

electricity use intensity of the heat pump covers about 33,5% of the total estimated consumption, or roughly 70% 

of the building bound consumption.  

 

Figure 5: Total electricity consumption divided into sub categories as assumed by HOMIJ. The orange part displays 

the variable consumption of household items; e.g. TV’s and laptops (Evariable), the yellow shaded parts cover the 

consumption of the building imbedded systems which include ventilation (Event), lighting (Event), and space and DHW 

heating (Eheat pump). 

 

There are several reasons why this project only focuses on the building bound consumption. For the building bound 

energy consumption, it is know for certain that the heating and domestic hot water systems are the same for each 

dwelling. For the variable electricity consumption, it is unknown what types of different household equipment are 

used by the occupants. The current displayed percentage of variable consumption is based on estimations for 

equipment usage, however, it cannot be said for certain that this distribution is the same for each individual dwelling. 

As a result, it cannot be said for certain if exceedingly higher consumption is caused by occupant behavior alone, or 

is caused by other possibilities (e.g. a large television versus a small television). Since these systems are imbedded 

within the dwellings, HOMIJ wishes to know if what extent occupant behavior can contribute to exceedingly higher 

consumption, or if other causes may be accountable within the basics of the design itself (i.e. are the imbedded 

systems performing as they should?). 

3.2.4 Selection parameters database 

To analyze the current performances of the dwellings, several parameters from within the database are chosen 

under consideration of the earlier choices.  For this project it was chosen to use the indoor temperature as measured 

at the ventilation exhaust as an indicator for the indoor climate (Tventilation in 
oC). As energy performance indicator, 

the input energy stream (energy use if the heat pump, Eheat pump in kWh) is derived from the power usage of the heat 

pump (Pheat pump in kW). (See Figure 6). As stated before, the parameter Eheat pump is used both for space heating and 

domestic hot water, although at given time no separation could be made between these two parameters.  

 

33,5%

2,8%

9,6%

54,1%

Building bound / Heating and DHW

Building bound / Ventilation

Building bound / Lighting

Variable consumption / Apperatus and equipment
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Figure 6: Visual representation of air-to-water heat pump energy flows. Within this project, the focus will lay on 

the parameters Eheat pump and the resulting delivered heat Qheating demand. 

 

Before exporting these parameters, each dwelling within the region of Holten went through a selection. The first 

step was to only look a terraced dwellings with a north-east orientation. The second step was to determine if the 

dwellings were in use through analyzing aspects such as CO2 and the summed energy consumption (including several 

plug load measurements). For the third step, dwellings in which (large) anomalies were noted were taken out of 

consideration, to ensure that all systems work as prescribed and there remains little uncertainty about the 

measurement data. For the remaining dwellings, the mentioned parameters were processed. An more detailed 

description of each step is found at Appendix 3.2 Selecting dwellings and processing the database.  

 

Taking into account the pervious selection criteria, only six dwellings remain which are further analyzed. Although 

this data sample could be considered small, the selection had led to a high certainty the systems work as designed 

and that all boundary conditions for these dwellings identical. For these dwellings, the earlier mentioned parameters 

are analyzed. Within this analyzes, Eheat pump is derived for these dwellings based on the power outage Pheat pump the 

time period of the 1st of Jan until the 1st of July. The electricity use intensity of the heat pump is calculated through 

equation (1).  

 

Equation 1: 

𝐸ℎ𝑒𝑎𝑡 𝑝𝑢𝑚𝑝 = ∑ (𝑃ℎ𝑒𝑎𝑡 𝑝𝑢𝑚𝑝 × 𝑡𝐼𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑣𝑎𝑙 𝑜𝑓 𝑝𝑙𝑜𝑡𝑡𝑖𝑛𝑔)

1𝑠𝑡 𝑜𝑓 𝐽𝑢𝑙𝑦

1𝑠𝑡 𝑜𝑓 𝐽𝑎𝑛

 ×  
1

𝐴𝑑𝑤𝑒𝑙𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑔
 

In which: 

Eheat pump  = Electricity use intensity of the heat pump [kWh/m2] 

Pheat pump  = Power usage of the heat pump [kW]   

tinterval of plotting = Interval at which the power usage is measured [hours]1 

Adwelling  = Surface area of the dwelling [m2] 

 

Lastly, the coefficient of performances of the heat pump (COP, -) and the vessel temperature (Tvessel in oC) are used 

to calculate the resulting heating demand which is delivered from the heat pump towards the stream (Qheating demand) 

in kWh/m2). Within the heat pump, this unit is considered the resulting heat generated from the electricity use 

intensity of the heat pump and the energy extracted from the outdoor air delivered to the fluid stream (Eambient air). 

Based on how effective this ratio of heat generation is in relation to the electricity consumed (energy within the air 

does not need to be generated, and is therefore not considered), the coefficient of performances (COP) can be 

calculated.  
  

 
1 The resolution can vary within the database, and is depend on the plot interval. 
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Within the measurement data, the electricity consumption and the COP of the heat pump are known, therefore the 

heating demand be derived through equation (2). 
 

Equation 2: 

𝑄𝑑𝑒𝑚𝑎𝑛𝑑 = ∑ (𝐸ℎ𝑒𝑎𝑡 𝑝𝑢𝑚𝑝 ×  𝐶𝑂𝑃(𝑇𝑣𝑒𝑠𝑠𝑒𝑙))

1𝑠𝑡 𝑜𝑓 𝐽𝑢𝑙𝑦

1𝑠𝑡 𝑜𝑓 𝐽𝑎𝑛

 

In which: 

Qdemand   = Space and warm water heating demand [kWh/m2] 

Tvessel   = Temperature of the water vessel [oC]  

COP   = Coefficient of performances, in function of Tvessel [-] 

    If Tvessel >   55 oC; COP = 1 

    If Tvessel <= 55 oC; COP = measurement data  

 

Within the first results, the variation in performances for each of these selected dwelling is presented for the selected 

parameters. Within the second step, the resulting variation of these parameters is also used to validate the first 

version of the model. 
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3.3 Set up case study model 

The second step consists in creating a model which represents the dwellings. This step is undertaken in two phases, 

mainly: I) creating a system model which is coarsely representative for the building imbedded systems and II) 

coupling different behavior scenarios to see if a TRNSYS model and implemented (behavior) schedules can give a 

good estimations about the influence of occupant behavior within the current situation.  

3.3.1 Simulation tool 

For creating this case study model, Transient System Simulation 17 (in short, TRNSYS 17) is used (TRNSYS version 

17.02.003). TRNSYS is a transient simulation tool which is able to combine different modules to create a system 

around a building. Based on these different modules, equations are set up, connected and solved using the numerical 

successive substitution method within TRNSYS and predefined input parameters. In the second phase, Matlab is used 

to automate the sensitivity study. 

3.3.2 General model overview 

Figure 7 displays the overview of the model made within TRNSYS. The model is built up in five parts, based on the 

system description within Appendix 1.2 HOMIJ’s ‘all electric dwellings with no energy bill’. These include: I) the case 

study dwelling for a Holten terraced dwelling, as described in chapter 3.2.2 (see Figure 8), II) implemented local 

weather based on values from KNMI [31], III) a balanced ventilation system with heat recovery and free (natural) 

night cooling, IV) a heat pump and storage vessel for space heating and DHW (see Figure 45 within annex for full lay-

out), and V) occupant behavior affecting the indoor temperature and the energy consumption of the heat pump, 

modeled with respect to parameters set up by [26] (see Appendix 2.1 Occupant behavior). 

 

Table 1: Overview of input per part of the dwelling. 

MODEL PART TRNSYS TYPES INPUT 

Dwelling Type 56 - building Dimensions: EPC & floorplan*  

Materials: EPC* & Bouwkunde tabellen boek [32] 

Weather Type 99 - Weather data reader KNMI weather data (Twenthe)[31] 

Heating system Type 6 - Aux. heater 

Type 941 - Air-to-water HP 

Type 4C - Storage vessel 

Type 653 - Floor heating 

EPC-report* 

System documentation manufacturer* 

Website Mitsubishi/Ecodan [33] 

Ventilation Type 669 – ventilation with heat 

recovery 

EPC-report* 

System documentation manufacturer [34]  

Occupancy Behavior 

- DHW 

- Heating set points 

- Internal gains 

- Window opening 

- Presence and occupants 

 

TRNSYS standard input 

Constant at 20 [oC] 

P. Hoes et al. [35] 

M. Klep et al [36] 

Schedule based on [37] 

Other Other TRNSYS standard input 

*  - Information gained from internal reports and floor plans [21]. 
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Figure 7: Model overview of the base case scenario created in TRNSYS. 

 

The choice was made to model these five aspects because these affect the electric consumption of the heat pump 

and the indoor air temperature. Although there is also a PV-system present, this system is not taken into account as 

the focus of this project does not lay on the demand-responds of the electricity usage.  

 

An overview of the TRNSYS modules used is displayed in Table 1. As input for these modules, mainly (manufactures) 

documentation and floorplans of the dwellings were used, which were provided by HOMIJ. If no direct information 

was found, estimations or standard TRNSYS inputs were used. The most important aspects of this system are 

discussed here. More in depth information and calculations are added in Appendix 6: . 

3.3.3 Dwelling floorplans and construction 

The building itself is modeled according to the terraced dwellings within the region of Holten. This means that the 

frontal façade is facing a north-east direction. The dimensions are derived from internal reports and drawings. In 

relation the floorplans, no internal walls were considered, and the model was created for three separate floors, 

mainly the attic, the first floor and the ground floor (Figure 8).  

 

For the construction of this dwellings, an estimations was made for the material properties for each construction 

part. Overall, no exact material properties were known, with exception of the insulation value per building part, Rc 

(m2K/W). To resolve this, standard TRNSYS input was used in combination with the Dutch building code [32] to create 

materials and walls with an as close as possible insulation value Rc. The assumed material properties per building 

part are added in Appendix 6.3 .   
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Figure 8: Floor plans (left; ground floor; right, first floor) as displayed on the website [21]. 

3.3.4 Weather 

Within the measurement data or within the  database of KNMI, [31] no weather data was available for Holten. 

Therefore the weather data was used of the nearest location (Twenthe). Regarding the results, this may slightly 

influence the demand and indoor temperature, however, in this case it is assumed that this influence is negligible as 

the locations are very near to one another. The ambient temperature of this region is displayed in Figure 9. 

 

 
Figure 9: Ambient temperature extracted from KNMI weather data for the location of Twenthe. These hourly 

temperature values are used within TRNSYS for the Holten case study [31].  
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3.3.5 Heating system and ventilation 

In regards to the ventilation and the heating system for space- and DHW-heating manufactures design drawing were 

used to set up the model [33], [34]. Input and an overview of these system are added in Appendix 6.1 Ventilation, 

heating and space heating system.  

 

In regards to the Zenher ventilation system, on simplification was made regarding the ventilation change rate. In the 

dwellings, the air change rate is driven by the CO2-concentration [34]. Since a CO2 driven system may be very 

complex, it was chosen to use a constant air-flow based on the max air flow and the normalized airflow (see Appendix 

6.1 ). In general, this choice influences the indoor temperature (air change rate is constant, but in real life can differ 

at times) and as a result will also influence the space heating demand. However, the complexity of a CO2 based 

system is high, which may lead to increased estimations (for input) and modeling errors.  

 

For the DHW and heating system in this model, the Mitsubishi heat pump system and vessel are all modelled 

according to Figure 45 and Figure 46. For DHW, a standard example was used from the TRNSYS example files. Within 

this standard example, only value were adjusted which were known from within the actual situation (e.g. vessel 

volume). For the local system, a standard floor heating system used from within TRNSYS. For other unknown 

information, also standard input was used from TRNSYS.  

 

Based on the resulting system model, three parameters are calculated; mainly, I) the energy use intensity of the heat 

pump (Eheat pump), II) the heating demand for DHW and space heating, and III) the temperature measured at the 

ventilation exhaust (modeled as the average temperature over all three floors).  

 

Within TRNSYS, the energy use intensity of the heat pump is plotted as the ‘total power of the heat pump’, which is 

described as the total power (compressor + controls + blower) consumed by the heat pump while operating (in kj/hr). 

This value also includes any auxiliary heat from within the heat pump. For the heating demand, the rate of heat 

delivered from to the stream is used as an indicator for the heating demand. For representing temperature, the 

average air node temperature is calculated before heat recovery within the ventilation system takes place. The main 

reasons why these parameters are plotted is because these appear to represent the database measurements the 

closest (by description). To convert the standard energy output of TRNSYS (kJ/hr), to kWh/m2, the following equation 

is used: 

 

Equation 3: 

𝑂𝑢𝑡𝑝𝑢𝑡[𝑘𝑊ℎ] = (𝑂𝑢𝑡𝑝𝑢𝑡
[
𝑘𝑗
ℎ𝑟

]
× (

1

3600
) × 𝑡) ×

1

𝐴𝑆𝑢𝑟𝑓𝑎𝑐𝑒
 

In which: 

Output[kWh]  = Energy output in [kWh/m2] 

Output[kJ/hr]  = TRNSYS energy output [kJ/hr] 

Asurface   = Surface area dwelling 

t   = time interval of plotting [hour] 

  

 

Before continuing on the sensitivity study and analyzing the influence of behavior, the goal is to validate this base 

model. This validation is required to ensure that the basic set up of this model is representative for these case study 

dwellings. For this model to be valid, the resulting output for all three parameters are to be within range of the 

performance variation of earlier chosen six dwellings. Besides these validation criteria, two weeks (one from within 

winter and one within the summer) of the simulated energy consumption are compared to that of the actual data 

to compare the hourly consumption to one another.   
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3.3.6 Modeling occupant behavior within the base case 

For occupant behavior itself, the literature of [26] was used to determine how occupant behavior is modeled within 

TRNSYS. Occupant influences is represented through the following seven parameters: I) amount of occupants (as 

heat gain), II) presence and occupation time III) heating set points, IV) additional heat losses through windows 

opening (additional natural ventilation rate), V) average duration of taking a shower (per person) IV) showerhead 

settings (mass flow of water) and VII) internal gains as a result of equipment and lighting. The reason why these 

aspects are taken into account is because all these parameters could affect the energy consumption of the heat 

pump, and in some cases the indoor temperature. The model set up of these parameters within TRNSYS is displayed 

in Table 2 and Table 3. 

 

Table 2: Input of occupant behavior within TRNSYS and Matlab connection. 

PARAMETER TRNSYS INPUT 

OCCUPATION HEAT GAIN Qpeople  = profile × n × Qactivity 

 Qpeople  

Profile 

n     

Qactivity 

= Total heat gain by people [W] 

= Presence schedule per floor (bedrooms/ living room) [hr]* 

=  Amount of occupants [-] 

= Gain for different activities per floor (bedrooms/ living room) [W] 

EQUIPMENT HEAT GAIN Qtotal equipment  = profile × Qequipment  × 𝐴𝑑𝑤𝑒𝑙𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑔 

 Qtotal_equipment   

Qequipment 

Adwelling   

= Total gain as a result of equipment [W/m2] 

= Gain through equipment [W/m2] 

= Surface area dwelling 

WINDOW OPENING qnatural_vent  =  profilewindow  × qwindow  × State 

 qnatural_vent 

Profilewindow 

 

qwindow  

State    

= Additional natural ventilation [ACH] 

= Schedule describing probability of occupants opening window in function 

of time [-]** 

= Additional  ventilation per openable window [ACH] 

= State determining if occupants would open windows based on ambient 

outdoor temperature [-]          

SHOWER DURATION*** ttotal_duration  =  t2 − (t2 − (n ×  tduration)) 

 ttotal duration       

t2 

n      

tduration 

= Schedule in which warm water us used [hr] 

= Start time from which the duration is calculated; assumed 21.25 [hr] 

=  Amount of occupants [-] 

= Average shower duration per person per day [hr] 

SHOWER HEAD SETTING/  

WATER CONSUMPTION 

mdhw  =  tduration  ×  mshowerhead  

 mdhw 

mshowerhead 

= Total amount of warm water being used at 40 oC [kg/hr] 

= Mass flow of showerhead [kg/hr] 

*  - Schedule derived from [37]. 
** - Schedule derived from [36]. 
*** - Schedule is variable, and changes based on defined duration and amount of people. 

 

For the amount of occupants, a three-person household is considered, as these dwellings were intentionally 

designed for this number of occupants. Coupled to this amount of people are heat gains for different bodily activities, 

for which TRNSYS standard input is used. These activities are resting (60 Watt) for the bedrooms and attic, and light 

activities (100 Watt) for the living room. For presence, schedules are set up per floor and per workday/weekend. 

These schedules are based on the work of [37]. Within this source, 6400 individuals within 3474 Belgian households 

were surveyed for their absence, sleep and awake and at home time schedules.  Based on this data, several profiles 

were set up to describe different types of household for their daily routine for the bedrooms/attic (sleep) and the 

living room (awake and at home). An overview of these schedules is added within Appendix 7: Presence profiles. Of 

these schedules, a combination was made based on the highest occurrence rate (weekday, profile one, weekend, 
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profile six). Coupled to these schedules are also the internal gains through equipment, for which value were used 

derived from [38].  

 

For the heating set point of the dwellings, a constant profile is assumed during the day of 20 oC. This choice was 

made based on the efficiency of the heat pump. Due to the slow reaction time of the floor heating system, the 

efficiency of the heat pump would significantly drop when the heating set point is changed often during the day. 

Therefor the advice is given to keep a constant temperature during the day.  

 

For window opening behavior, the additional heat loss is modeled as additional ventilation rate at outdoor 

temperatures. Based on the work of [36], which analyzed window opening behavior within Dutch terraced dwellings 

in Roosendaal, a distribution schedule is set up to represent window operations during several timeslots per day. In 

relation to this schedule, an additional ventilation loss of 1 ACH is taken per floor, which equals to about two (open) 

windows. Secondly, when modeling the effects of window opening a temperature range is set up in which occupants 

can open windows. To exclude extreme behavior for the influence of window opening during very cold/ warm 

temperatures, the use of window opening behavior is limited to the outdoor temperatures in between 10 oC till < 25 
oC [36]. Outside these boundaries, the state of the windows is always closed, as it assumed that occupants will likely 

not open windows due to cold or warm temperatures.  

 

For shower duration a time of seven minutes is assumed per occupant. For the mass flow of the shower, assumptions 

were made based on internal reports, however, in the actual situation this head (and the settings) could differ per 

household, meaning that the mass flow may differ per case.   

 

The influence of electrical equipment is modelled as internal gains. This abstraction was made because the project 

only considering the electricity use intensity of the heat pump for DHW and space heating. As a result, no plug loads 

(or variable consumption) for apparatus and lighting are considered, only the resulting internal gains. 

 

Table 3: Exact input of occupant behavior for the first base case model. 

PARAMETER SYMBOL UNIT BASE MODEL 

NUMBER OF OCCUPANTS  n [-] 3 

HEAT GAIN OCCUPANTS GROUND FLOOR Qroom type [W] n x 100 

(light activity) 

HEAT GAIN OCCUPANTS FIRST FLOOR Qroom type [W] n x (60) 

(resting) 

PRESENCE profile [-] Profile (1)  

weekdays 

Profile (6)  

weekends) [37] 

    

EQUIPMENT GAIN 

 

Qequipment [W] 

[W/m2] 

320 

2,5 

    

HVAC: HEAT SET POINT: TSET POINT Tset point [oC] 20 

    

WINDOW OPENING qwindow [ACH] 1 

    

DHW    

TEMPERATURE 

SET POINT 

Tdhw [oC] 40 

FLOW RATE mschowerhead [Kg/hr] 750 

DURATION* tduration [min] 3 x (7,5 minutes)  

* - Duration is expressed in decimal values 
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3.4 Modeling different occupation scenarios 

If the previous TRNSYS model is validated based on the assessment criteria, different scenarios for behavior are 

simulated.  The reason why different scenarios are tested is to provide an indication about the (possible) influence 

and occupant can have on the energy consumption of the heat pump. To test different combinations, Matlab is used 

to automate a the model when concerning  behavior through using the .dck file of the TRNSYS model. Within this 

.dck file, the variables input related to occupant behavior defined within Table 3 are replaced with ranges defined 

within Matlab. These ranges are based on actual measurement data and literature retrieved from similar case 

studies. By using these sources to define the occupant behavior ranges, the estimation error within this model can 

be considered small for these occupant behavior parameters. For each individual parameters, Matlab creates 

different combinations for the given input (or scenarios) which are in turn simulated within TNRNSYS. How this 

connection relates to the current model is displayed within Figure 10 and Figure 11. 

 

 

 

 
 

 
Figure 10: Basic model with added control through Matlab. Within Matlab, the variables related to behavior can 

be replaced with different input, including a range in between occupants can interact with the dwellings. 
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Figure 11: Matrix diagram for setting up different scenarios within TRNSYS. Based on the six different input 

variables, Matlab generates n = 26 possible scenarios which are tested within TRNSYS, or 64 different cases for 

behavior in total.  

 

Based on the Matlab-TRNSYS connection, the following variables of the previous chapter are considered to be 

replaced: I) amount of occupants, II) presence (schedule) and scenario, III) heating set points, IV) additional heat 

losses through windows opening (additional ventilation rate), V) duration of taking a shower (per person) and IV) 

showerhead settings (control of mass flow). Note that for equipment gains, a constant value is taken from the base 

case scenario. The reason why equipment heat gains are not considered as a variable is because this parameter may 

give a wrong impression on the total electricity use intensity of the dwelling. In other words, higher equipment gains 

will cause a lower consumption, as the heat pump does not need to compensate for this additional heat. In reality, 

this additional heat gain is (likely) caused by using electrical household equipment. Through using more household 

equipment, a higher heat gain is the result, but this increased usage of household equipment will also cause a higher 

variable electricity consumption. So even though a high equipment heat gain may cause a lower electrical 

consumption of the heat pump, it is likely that the total electricity consumption of the dwelling is larger due to the 

usage by the household equipment.   

 

Within Matlab, a for loop will create 64 scenarios possible combinations of these variables. For this input, a range is 

considered for each variable which represents the outer cases in which occupants can act. This range consist of the 

minimum and maximum expected values in which occupants could possibly act within these dwellings. The choice 

to represent behavior in between these ranges has been made to limit the simulation time needed. Besides, it is 

assumed that when using minimum and maximum values as input (e.g. only maximum and minimum recorded 

temperature set points), the cases with an in-between value will also have a consumption laying in between these 

ranges. 

 

However, as input for these ranges, values are considered based on what is known for these dwellings, or what is 

prescribed within literature. Assuming too extreme values (e.g. an average annual heating set point of 25oC) might 

be to unrealistic, and will therefore likely cause a larger estimation error when defining the uncertainty range as a 

result of behavior. The overall input for these behavior ranges is described in Table 5. 

 

For amount of occupants, the input lays between one and seven occupants, which is based on information known 

about the dwellings. Besides the profile used within the base case, a second occupation profile is set up. This profile 

described a household in which the occupants are homebound and is associated mainly with elderly and unemployed 

households [37]. Linked to these profiles are also the additional gains through equipment. Within further studies for 

the sensitivity, also a range is set up which represent low equipment usage till high equipment usage, based on [38]. 
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Table 4: Recorded temperature heating set points per dwelling during the time period of the 1st of January until 

the 1st of July.  

DWELLING ID H11 H13 H15 H57A H61 H73 AVERAGE 

MINIMUM  16 19 16 16 16 16 17 

AVERAGE  19 20 20 18 18 19 19 

MAXIMUM  25 20 21 24 27 25 24 

 

For the heating set points, a range is considered based on recorded heating set points (see Table 4) during the time 

period of the 1st of January until the 1st of July. Within the dwellings the minimum recorded set point was 16 oC , 

whilst at maximum temperature set points of 27 oC were recorded. Based on these ranges, a temperature range 18 

till 23 oC was chosen.  The reason why this range is chosen is because these minimum and maximum temperatures 

were often active during only short time intervals. For example, 16 oC was more often measured during the summer 

period, when no heating was required. The maximum temperatures were mostly measured during the heating 

season.  Therefore the temperature range was chosen one degree smaller. 

 

For window opening behavior, the maximum amount of windows that can be opened is considered for additional 

natural ventilation. In total, there are four windows that can be opened which accumulates for a total maximum of 

2 ACH per floor. At minimum, it is assumed that at least on window will be opened, which corresponds to 0,5 ACH.  

 

Table 5: Input values for occupant behavior within Matlab, for the most extreme input possibilities and the current 

implemented values for the base case scenario. 

PARAMETER SYMBOL* UNIT MINUMUM BASE MODEL MAXIMUM 

NUMBER OF OCCUPANTS  n [-] 1 3 7 

HEAT GAIN OCCUPANTS GROUND 

FLOOR 

Qroom type [W] - n x 100 

(light activity) 

- 

HEAT GAIN OCCUPANTS FIRST 

FLOOR 

Qroom type [W] - n x (60) 

(resting) 

- 

PRESENCE ** profile [n/hour] Profile (1)  

weekdays 

Profile (6)  

weekends 

Profile (1)  

weekdays 

Profile (6)  

weekends) 

Profile (7)  

weekdays 

Profile (6)  

weekends 

      

EQUIPMENT GAIN 

 

Qequipment [W] 

[W/m2] 

- 320 

2,5 

- 

      

HVAC: HEAT SET POINT: TSET POINT Tset point [oC] 18 20 23 

      

WINDOW OPENING qwindow [ACH] 0.5 1 2 

      

DHW      

TEMPERATURE 

SET POINT 

Tdhw [oC] - 40 - 

FLOW RATE mschowerhead [Kg/hr] 474 750 1026 

DURATION*** tduration [min] n x 0,08 

(5 minutes) 

2 x 0,125 

(7.5 minutes)  

n x 0,33 

(20 minutes) 

*  - Value which is replaced by a range within the equations of Table 2 

**  - Distribution schedule to represent variation during the day, based on [37]. 

***  - Minutes are expressed as decimals within TRNSYS. 
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For the last parameter, the shower duration and type of shower-head type are considered. For the shower-head 

type, system specifications were used as input for minimum flow rate. For the maximum flow rate, an assumed 

consumption of 17 l/min [39] is considered in case occupants would use a high consumption (rain) showerhead. For 

shower duration, an average shower duration time is taken per person every day. At minimum, it is assumed that 

each occupant will take an shower with a duration of 5 minutes. At most, it is assumed that occupants will shower 

on average 20 minutes per day.  

 

Based on the combinations of input for behavior made within Matlab, TRNSYS calculates the energy use intensity of 

the heat pump for each possible scenario (in total n = 64 cases). The output of these scenarios is compared as a 

boxplot to the energy use intensity measured at the dwellings within chapter 3.2: Data analyses. Besides this 

comparison, the output is also calculated compared to the base case set up in the previous chapter. Within this 

boxplot, the possible influence and uncertainty range caused by behavior is defined in between the maximum and 

minimum estimated consumption within TRNSYS. Based on this comparison, a conclusion is set up about what the 

possible influence if of occupants on the EUI of the heat pump.   
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3.5 Sensitivity study 

The last step within the methodology consist of a sensitivity study, which aim to chart out the possible influence of 

occupants towards the energy consumption of the heat pump and towards comfort levels of these dwellings. Advise 

is given based on two methods, mainly I) analyzing the sensitivity of a parameter through a boxplot based on the 

output of the 64 cases in the previous chapter and II) the discrepancy of different scenario in which one variable is 

changed one at time. Within these studies, the focus of the parameters resolve around occupant behavior for the 

same parameters considered within the model. The main reasons why the focus lays on mainly behavior is because 

this project aims at analyzing occupant behavior and its influence of the case study dwellings. The influence of the 

design and alternatives is not taken account because it is assumed that the current design is already the most cost-

efficient.  

3.5.1 Boxplot method based on considered ranges 

 
Figure 12: representation of the input for the first sensitivity study, in which one parameter remains constant at 

one value, and the others parameters are defined by their minimum and maximum range used as behavior scenario 

input.  

 

The first method considered is analyzing the sensitivity of the 64 cases simulated within the previous step for their 

individual input. Within these 64 cases, the EUI of the heat pump is sorted for their input of Table 5, which will lead 

to two sets of consumptions values counting 32 cases each. Besides analyzing the energy consumption, the amount 

of overheating hours is also considered in relation to the dwelling’s indoor climate. The amount of overheating hours 

is calculated through equation 4. Within this equation, the average indoor temperature is considered. This choice 

was made because the measurement data used to analyze the indoor temperature is measured over the exhaust of 

the ventilation system, and therefore is a mixture of the temperatures over all three floors.  

 

Equation 4: 

𝑡𝑜𝑣𝑒𝑟ℎ𝑒𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑛𝑔 = ∑ (𝑇𝑠𝑖𝑚𝑢𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑑_𝑖𝑛𝑑𝑜𝑜𝑟 ≥ 𝑇𝑜𝑣𝑒𝑟ℎ𝑒𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑛𝑔

1𝑠𝑡 𝑜𝑓 𝐽𝑢𝑙𝑦

1𝑠𝑡 𝑜𝑓 𝐽𝑎𝑛

) 

 
In which: 

toverheating  = Overheating time [hr] 

Tsimulated_indoor = Average indoor temperature of the three zones [oC]  

Toverheating  = Set point considered for overheating; = 25,0 [oC]  

 

The reason why both these parameters are represented through a boxplot is to gain insight on which of these 

parameters are sensitive towards occupant behavior and how they can contribute towards the total demand and 

the amount of overheating hours. For example, if the range of the boxplot changes for input two compared to input 
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one, this information may provide insight on the minimum, median and maximum consumption (or overheating 

hours) that can occur as a result of this parameter.  

3.5.2 Discrepancy for individual cases one at a time 

 
Figure 13: Input for the first sensitivity study, in which one parameter is variable, and the others parameters 

remain constant at base scenario input. 

 

The second method considered is analyzing the influence of behavior for a single (base case) scenario in which one 

parameters is changed, one at a time (see Figure 13). Based on the resulting outcome, the deviating energy use 

intensity of the heat pump is compared to the output of the base case scenario within chapter 3.3.6. In turn, this 

gives an insight on how large the energy consumption can increase for a parameter when compared to a basic scenio. 

Within this consumption, also a separation is made between the aspect of DHW and the aspect of space heating. To 

calculate the consumption of DHW, a very low heating set point was used to remove the need for space heating 

(Tsetpoint = 10oC). Based on the resulting outcome, the deviation is calculated through the equation below. 

 

Equation 5: 

𝐷𝑒𝑣𝑖𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑛 =  
(𝑇𝑅𝑁𝑆𝑌𝑆𝑠𝑐𝑒𝑛𝑎𝑟𝑖𝑜𝑛

− 𝑇𝑅𝑁𝑆𝑌𝑆𝑏𝑎𝑠𝑒 𝑐𝑎𝑠𝑒 𝑠𝑐𝑒𝑛𝑎𝑟𝑖𝑜)

𝑇𝑅𝑁𝑆𝑌𝑆𝑏𝑎𝑠𝑒 𝑐𝑎𝑠𝑒 𝑠𝑐𝑒𝑛𝑎𝑟𝑖𝑜
× 100% 

 

In which: 

Deviation n  = Deviation of scenario with variable n [%] 

TRNSYSscenario_n  = Energy use intensity of the heat pump for a scenario with variable n [kWh/m2] 

TRNSYSbase_case_scenario  = Energy use intensity of the heat pump the base case scenario [kWh/m2] 
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4 Results 

Within this chapter, the results of the previously described method are displayed. First, the deviation of the chosen 

performances indicators are displayed. Second, the output is discussed, first for the base case, secondly for the 

implementation of different scenarios.  Within the last chapter, the results of the sensitivity study are added.  

4.1 Data analysis 

The first results covers the current performances of the dwellings. Based on the conditions described in Chapter 3, 

the variation in performances for the heat pump and indoor temperature is analyzed for six selected dwelling in 

Holten during the period of the 1st of January 2015 until the 1st of July 2015. At first the variation in performances of 

the heat pump is displayed. Second, the indoor temperature is analyzed.  

4.1.1 Energy performances 

 
Figure 14: Half-yearly electric consumption of the heat pump displayed per case study dwelling. This electricity is 

used to supply both DHW and space heating to the dwellings. 

 

Within Figure 14, the energy use intensity of the heat pump is displayed for both DHW and space heating. Overall, 

the consumption per square meter varies between 23 kWh/m2 to about 10 kWh/m2. This variation indicates that the 

electric consumption for DHW and space heating can be over twice as large between these six case study dwellings 

during the period from the 1st of Jan until the 1st of July. 

 

Figure 15 displays the half-yearly average COP. Based on the COP and the energy use intensity of DHW and space 

heating, the resulting heating demand is derived and displayed in Figure 16. When looking at the resulting heating 

demand, it is noticeable that the lowest demand is about 25 kWh/m2, whilst the highest demand is around 42 

kWh/m2. It is worthwhile to note that there is not a directly noticeable relation between the electric consumption, 

COP and resulting heating demand. In other words, the dwellings with a lower electricity consumption do not 
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necessarily have an overall lower heating demand, and the dwellings with a higher electric consumption do not 

necessarily have the highest heating demand. Since this ratio is dependable on the COP (and temperature of the 

vessel), this might mean that some systems are not being used as efficient as it should. If explained, the COP is 

dependable on the time and magnitude at which the heat pump is used. In terms of time, it is expected that the 

efficiency is higher during daytime, as the outdoor temperature is higher. Regarding the magnitude, a heat pump is 

slow to react to trying the reach top efficiency therefore sudden shifts within the temperature set points can cause 

a lower efficiency.  

 

 
Figure 15: Half-yearly average COP measured over the time period of 1st of January until the 1st of July. 

 

 
Figure 16: Heating demand for space heating and domestic hot water (DHW) over the time period of 1st of 

January until the 1st of July derived from the COP and the energy use intensity of the heat pump.  
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4.1.2 Indoor climate performances 

 
Figure 17: Indoor temperature distribution as measured at the retour air of the ventilation over the three zones 

during the period of 1st of January until the 1st of July. The plot interval of each measurement equals 10 minutes 

 

Figure 17 displays the indoor temperature measured at the ventilation exhaust within a boxplot over the time period 

of 1st of January till the 1st of July. Table 6 displays the overheating hours per dwellings and the minimum and 

maximum temperatures recorded. These temperatures as the temperature of the air which is removed for all three 

floors before heat recovery takes place..  

 

The data shows that the temperature within the dwellings can range from around 17 oC to about 27 oC, although 

these minimum and maximum outliers are different for each individual case. The median of the indoor temperature 

during this period lays around 20 to 22oC. Within these dwellings, the maximum recorded overheating hours is nearly 

100 hours, which accounts for 2.3% of the time during this half-year, whilst at some dwellings, nearly zero 

overheating hours were recorded.   
 

Table 6: Temperature ranges and overheating hours within the dwelling. 

 TIME SAMPLES  
ABOVE 25 OC AT 10 
MINUTES INTERVAL 
 

OVERHEATING 
HOURS* 

MINIMUM 
TEMPERATURE 
[OC] 

AVERAGE 
TEMPERAT
URE 
[OC] 

MAXIMUM 
TEMPERATURE 
[OC] 

H11 88 15 17,5 20,4 26,0 

H13 44 7 18,5 21,3 25,4 

H25 58 10 18,0 20,7 25,4 

H57A 573 96 17,5 20,9 27,2 

H61 11 2 17,0 19,7 26,0 

H73 0 0 18,5 20,8 24,7 

AVERAGE 47 8 18,9 20,5 25,4 

*  - calculated as samples larger or equal to 25,0 oC divided by six, as a step back from the 10 minutes intervals 
to hourly values (toverheating  =  tmeasurment /6).  
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4.2 Model output 

This chapter displays the results for the model output. A separation is made for the base case model and the output 

for implemented behavior. Within the last chapter, a general discussion is added. 

4.2.1 Base case validation 

The EUI of the heat pump for the base case is displayed in Figure 18. Within Appendix 6.4 Validation results, the 

comparison of the validation criteria and the model output are added. Overall, the first estimations of the model lay 

within the ranges of the measurement data for chosen criteria. Since these criteria are met, it is assumed that that 

the model (and its complexity) is sufficient to investigate occupant behavior within this case study dwellings. Within 

the base case, TRNSYS estimates that the energy use intensity is 13,5 kWh/m2. When compared to the dwellings, 

this value is slightly lower than the average consumption of these dwellings. 

 

 

 
Figure 18: TRNSYS estimated energy use intensity of the heat pump for the base case compared to the 

measurement data of the six dwellings from Holten. 
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4.2.2 Energy performances as a result of behavior 

The second goal of the model was to identify what the maximum and minimum influence could be as a result of 

behavior of occupants. Based on the ranges set up within Table 5 and Table 2 for behavior, the resulting energy use 

intensity of the heat pump is displayed as a boxplot within Figure 19. 

 

As Figure 19 displays, TRNSYS estimates that the maximum heat pump consumption could be as large as 39.3 

kWh/m2, whilst at lowest it is 3.1 kWh/m2. Within the minimum defined case, the input described a single person 

household, with a low temperature set point, little additional natural ventilation and sparingly use of warm water. 

TRNSYS estimated that a single person (working) household, with very high temperature set points, high additional 

ventilation rates and high usage of warm water is the highest consuming case study. Although larger households do 

consume more energy for domestic hot water, the energy required for this additional water usage appears smaller 

than the additional energy needed for space heating within a single person household. This results may be 

accountable to the higher internal gains for larger household as within the current model, occupants are modeled 

as internal gains multiplied by a schedule and the amount of occupants.  

 

Besides the outliers for the minimum and maximum case, the resulting boxplot estimates that in between 50% of 

energy performance variation as a result of occupant behavior could lay in between 5,7 kWh/m2 and 28,7 kWh/m2 

at maximum, whilst the median EUI of the heat pump lays around 13,2 kWh/m2.  

 

 
Figure 19: TRNSYS estimated EUI for the heat pump (including space heating and DHW) as a result of the input 

ranges for occupant behavior.  
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In Figure 20, the output of these scenarios is displayed as a percentile deviation compared to the output of the base 

case. In general, the median of these cases deviates little when compared to the estimated TRNSYS base case model 

(-2%). In terms of the measured performances variation, on the other hand, the model overestimate the influence 

of occupants of behavior, providing a larger uncertainty range as a result. Whereas the measurement data records 

a variation of two to one within the EUI of the heat pump, the model estimates that the influence of behavior can 

account to a maximum increase of 191 % compared to the basic scenario. On the other hand, the model estimates 

that more efficient or less wasteful usage could decrease the consumption of the heat pump by as much as 77%. 

Overall, the model over estimations the deviation by a factor of 13:1 when compared to the measurement data. 

 

 
Figure 20: Deviation of the different percentile within the boxplot when compared to the base case. The absolute 

values are displayed in allocated table 

 

Within these high and low consuming cases, it can be discussed whether the simulated cases are likely to occur. The 

individual input for each parameter is possible, as all input are derived from either measurement data, literature for 

similar case studies and general accepted NEN-norms. However, the scenarios build from these parameters might 

be more unlikely. A limitation of these occupant behavior schedules as they are applied here is that they do not 

provide a probably for the occurrence of the resulting energy consumption. If explained, there is no estimated 

probability that this case with a consumption of 39,3 kWh/m2
 could occur, only the conclusion that this consumption 

can occur based on the given input. In other words, 39,3 kWh/m2 is possible. When comparing the measurement 

data, this over estimation is also influenced by the sample size used. In other words, if a larger selection was available, 

this variation in measurement data might even be larger.    

 

In terms of risk management, this unknown probability is a disadvantage of schedule and the method applied here. 

When developing or evaluating a building for different possible users, this knowledge can be useful, as it can give an 

indication about the amount of users that influence the dwelling above or below expectations. If a design aims to 

obtain certain performances, it is useful to know this, so the system can be developed to ensure likely behavior is 

satisfied. 

 EUI  
[kWh/m2] 

Deviation  
[%] 

Maximum 39,3 191 

75th percentile 28,7 112 

Median 13,2 -2 

25th percentile 5,7 -57 

Minimum 3,1 -77 
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4.3 Sensitivity study 

Within the last result section, both sensitivity studies are explained first. Last, a brief discussion is added about the 

influence of the model set up in relation to the results.  

4.3.1 Variation in heat pump energy performances 

Within Figure 21 the estimated variation for the energy use intensity of the heat pump is sorted per parameter input. 

Within the model, it is estimated that the variation becomes smaller when more people inhabit the dwellings. 

Whereas the maximum consumption seems to decrease (due to an increase of internal gains), the minimum 

consumption increases as a result of DHW consumption.  

 

The heating set point of the thermostat is estimated as the largest contributor towards the energy demand. Above 

average (around 19,5oC is average) settings or inefficient usage can lead to a larger variation in performances, whilst 

considering a lower reduces the demand. In general, space heating appears to be the largest variating factor, based 

on model estimations.  

 

For window operations, it is noticeable that at the minimum consumption for both cases is the same. The reason for 

this similar outcome is likely that for the ‘low consuming’ households there is a very small heating demand (or low 

set point) up and till the point that ventilation is not going to effect the EUI of the heat pump. Within the high 

consuming cases and median, the difference increased for the cases with a high ventilation rate. This is likely due to 

the higher heating demand at some cases in which a high set point is being used. 

 

In regards to DHW, the use of an inefficient showerhead does not appear to significantly influence the EUI of the 

heat pump besides a small noticeable increase of the median and the minimum required energy consumption. 

Shower duration on the other hand seems to effect the EUI of the heat pump to a larger extent. Within the upper 

limits however, the EUI does not increase significantly. It is likely here that the EUI for space heating is dominant at 

this point over the EUI allocated to DHW. 

 

For the last parameter, it is estimated that cases in which people are more homebound (e.g. elderly or unemployed 

people) are more subtle to a decreased consumption. Within the model, this is likely the result of higher internal 

gains during a longer time period each day. 

 

Within these graphs, the energy use intensity seems to be most affected by: I) the heating set point, II) the amount 

of occupants and III), the amount of ventilation through window opening behavior and shower duration time. It is 

also noticeable that at the lower consuming cases, DHW appears to be more dominant (parameters related to DHW 

change more around the low consuming cases) whilst at higher consumption, space heating is more dominant. In 

the low consuming cases, the heating set point is low and as a result, little space heating is required. With a higher 

set point, especially in cases with low gains/high natural ventilation, space heating becomes more dominant, as a 

higher heat demand is required. 

 

The reason why space heating is likely most sensitive towards occupant behavior could be explained by the system 

build up. Overall, a floor heating system and air-to-water heat pump is slow to react and take time to reach peak 

efficiency [40]–[43]. Therefore altering the set point during the day may cause a lower efficiency, as this system often 

has a startup period in which (for a short period) more energy is consumed. For DHW, this may be less of effect 

because the storage vessel can act as a buffer towards fluctuating demand. In other words, DHW demand is more 

constant if assumed a regular DHW use pattern such as within this model, thus there are less peaks in demand. 
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Figure 21: Variation in the energy use intensity of the heat pump separated for each input parameter used within 

the 64 case study dwellings. In the upper figure, the separation is made for occupants, heating set point and 

ventilation. In the figure below, the parameters shower head type, shower duration, and the occupation scenario are 

displayed. 
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4.3.2 Variation in indoor climate performances 

In Figure 23, the estimated variation for the amount of overheating hours is sorted per parameter input. Within the 

model, it is estimated that the amount of occupants, (natural) ventilation rate and occupation profiles are the most 

influential factors in regards to higher indoor temperatures (and overheating hours). Heating set points have little 

influence, as it is to be expected as heating is turned off when certain temperatures are reached, DHW does not 

affect the indoor temperature, which is also be expected within the current model set up. 

 

In regards to the amount of occupants, profiles and natural ventilation being the main factors can be explained 

through literature. Different sources proclaim that high efficient dwellings with high insulation (passive dwellings) 

are more subjected to overheating [44]–[49]. Due to the high insulated façade and air-thingness of these type 

dwellings, there is little heat loss [44]–[49], [50]. An example of how the heat losses and heating demand can related 

to the insulation of the building is displayed in Figure 22 [50]. If there is a high amount of internal gains (many 

occupants or a lot of equipment usage), the dwelling can overheat faster if little ventilation is present, as the heat 

loss is small. Since the case study dwelling are also very well insulated, these model estimations can be very well 

possible. 

 

However, the model estimates that the maximum overheating hours can be as large as 1100. In comparison with the 

actual situation this is again an overestimation. Similar to chapter 4.2.2, the amount of overheating hours is 

calculated for certain occupant behavior input. The maximum amount of overheating hours is accounted to a 

scenario where there are seven housebound people, little natural ventilation and a high set point. Although the 

individual input is possible, a scenario in which all these parameters occur at the same time is very unlikely. 

 

 

 
Figure 22: Estimated heat losses and consumption (in kWh/m2) for increased insulation and air tightness with an 

assumed constants solar and internal heat gains [50]. This estimation was made for typical North European houses 

(in this case, a standard UK dwellings [50]). 
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Figure 23: Variation the amount of overheating hours derived from the average indoor temperature for each input 

parameter used within the 64 case study dwellings. In the upper figure, the separation is made for occupants, heating 

set point and ventilation. In the figure below, the parameters shower head type, shower duration, and the occupation 

scenario are displayed. 
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4.3.3 Sensitivity study based on discrepancy 

Within the last part of the sensitivity study, different input variables were tested within the base case scenario, one-

at-the-time. An example of this study is displayed in Figure 24, where the EUI of the heat pump for the base case 

scenario is simulated with different input for internal gains (upper figure). Within the lower figure, the percentual 

difference of each of these cases is compared to the heat pump consumption of the base case scenario. The results 

for each individual parameter are added within Appendix 8: Sensitivity study discrepancy method and Appendix 9: 

Sensitivity study boxplot method. 

 

 

Figure 24: (upper) EUI of the heat pump for each individual case and (lower) the perceptual difference compared 

to the base case for with a variable internal gains through equipment.  
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For each of these studies, the maximum increase and the maximum decrease in the EUI is taken per parameter and 

displayed within Figure 25. As the figure displays, the heating set point appears to be the most influential factor, 

which can increase the EUI of the heat pump by nearly 130% when using an average set point of 23 oC. When using 

a set point of 18 oC, the EUI of  the heat pump decreases with about 70%. The second most influential factor is the 

shower duration. Assuming a duration time of 20 till 30 minutes per person, this value can increase the EUI of the 

heat pump with nearly 30% when compared to an average shower duration of seven minutes.  

 

 
Figure 25: Maximum and minimum recorded discrepancy for each parameter, displayed as a percentual 

difference compared to the base case model. 

4.3.4 Influence model set up and used input 

One important remark that should be considered when addressing these sensitivity study results is that they are 

partly dependent on the model set up and the ranges defined for behavior. If larger or smaller ranges were 

considered per parameter, this outcome may have been different. For each individual input, assumptions are made 

based on knowledge available for these dwellings, NEN-norms and similar case studies. In turn, each of these 

individual assumptions are very much possible. Larger ranges were not considered, at they may have led to a larger 

estimation error and uncertainty range. 

 

One other aspects that can affect the outcome is the model set up itself. For example, mechanical ventilation is 

simplified within the model to a constant air change rate. If this value was dependent on CO2, it would led to a 

different outcome. On the other hand, since the output of the base case met the validation criteria set up in advance, 

it is assumed that this model is suitable (and therefore representative) for these case study dwellings. Nevertheless, 

these remarks should be taken into account when evaluating and interpreting these results.   
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5 Discussion 

Following up the results, this chapter points out several general subjects up for discussion which should be 

considered besides the earlier results.  

 

5.1 Case study 

The first aspects that should be taken into account within this project is that the results towards occupant behavior, 

the sensitivity study and the resulting variation in performances are case study bound and may therefore not be 

representative for other dwellings and building types. This dependency means that the found outcome may not be 

representative for; e.g., offices and shops.  Besides building types, it should also be taken into account that this case 

study concerns dwellings within The Netherlands for the area of Holten. If the mentioned results are used as 

reference of comparison for different cases studies, this should be taken into account.  

5.2 Data base uncertainties 

In preparation of this project, the database was first analyzed to get an indication about which data is relevant with 

respect to the research question(s). Within this analysis, there were still several uncertainties over the parameters 

which are being measured within the database. These uncertainties are related to: I) what is being measured and 

how, II) the conditions of the dwellings and allocated boundary conditions, and III) does every measurement / sensor 

works as planned? 

 

In relation to what is being measured, it should be taken into account that the database and the dwellings are 

relativity new. Since the database was still relativity new, not all measurement conditions and purposes were fully 

known. Within this project this uncertainty was resolved by choosing parameters of which the direct function was 

clear and which could be relevant towards the research objectives. This lead to the choice of using the parameters 

described In Appendix 3.1 Selected parameters and dwellings from the database.  

 

Since this database is still new, a first recommendation therefore might be to set up a guide (either by HOMIJ or 

within the university) in which the most crucial information is recorded per parameter. The current understanding 

is that the database will be in use for still a long time to come, and having a general document could aid in the 

communication between all relevant parties and save time later on. In the current state, already a short indication 

(and unit) of what is being measured is provided within the database. However, additional information that can be 

relevant could be the sensor type and location.  

 

This last is also important when considering the measurement data, as it could give an indication about the accuracy 

the sensor types but also for understanding the behavior of what is being measured. For example, the temperature 

measured at the ventilation exhaust is located at the ventilation system itself (found within the attic in the installation 

‘closet’). Overall, this location might not be the most suitable as the heat cannot leave this closet well, thus 

influencing the temperature recorded. A second example were the conditions are unclear is the measurement of 

the ambient outdoor temperature (‘Buitenlucht’). Within this measurement (see Figure 25), it was recorded that the 

outdoor temperature could be as high 30 oC– 40 oC at some points, even during winter/ early spring time. It is 

unknown what the reason is, but it could be that this sensor is placed in the sun or other unsuitable location (and 

thus heats up). Because of this uncertainty, it was chosen to use KNMI data as temperature input. As these examples 

indicate, having information on the conditions is also crucial in understanding what is being measured and how it 

could possibly influences the data.  
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Figure 26: Temperature plotted from the ventilation system during the time period of the 21th of March until the 

27th of March 2016 for dwelling H57a. Overall, a large peak is noted for the outdoor temperature at two intervals. 

 

The second uncertainty is more related to the dwellings themselves. For example, whether these dwellings are 

actually occupied is unknown. This is a disadvantage, as dwellings which are not in use are also being monitored 

(with conditioning systems being turned on). Within this project, it was determined whether these dwellings are in 

use by analyzing the summed consumption of different plug loads (for example, the measurement data being 

recorded as ‘dishwasher’ or ‘dryer’). If these measurement points appear to be regularly in use, it was assumed that 

this dwelling was occupied. However, for further expansions of the database, this uncertainty could simple being 

resolved by a parameter stating if the dwelling is currently being rent/ sold or not at the time. Especially on long 

terms this could be useful, as it is would be difficult to retrieve this information when addressing the performances 

over a long time.  

 

The last type of uncertainty regarding measurement errors was mainly avoided by carefully selecting which dwellings 

were used. A description of the type of errors found and how they were avoided/ solved is added in Appendix 3.2 

Selecting dwellings and processing the database. Overall it is often unclear where these errors are suited, whether 

it is systemically (on site) or related to the data registration (storage of data and the method it uses to display it 

within the database). In the latter case, mainly the shifting of plot time intervals seems to be responsible (e.g. daily 

value). I.e., plotting at a week interval could display the data at 15-minute intervals, whilst over half-a year this plot 

interval could be two hours. In the current state, this method is applied to reduce data trafficking over the database. 

The disadvantage is that when at smaller time scales errors are displayed, these will continue to influence larger time 

plots. One method to reduce this uncertainty could be to display the data only at one fixed time interval found 

suitable for the allocated parameter (e.g. hourly consumption of the heat pump). In turn, this could reduce the 

uncertainty about data losses/errors.  

 

In relation to this project, several recommendation can also be given. Within the design concept of nota nul, but also 

within the EPC-model, different types of energy consumption are considered. When addressing the database, it 

could be considered to measure parameters which are consistent with this concept or model. This could give a clear 

indication if the concept and the EPC model are feasible or not. For example, within the future, the ambition is to 

make this dwelling comfortable and healthy as well. Expanding the database with sensors (or derivatives) to back up 

to this concept (e.g. overheating hours derived from the temperature) can be used to provide more certainty to 

people that the design goal is reached.  
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A second recommendation lays within detecting system errors or determining if occupants behavior is responsible 

for undesired performances. A method that can be used to determine this is benchmarking the performances of the 

different dwellings with each other, expected performances or reference values. For example, Figure 58 within 

‘Appendix 5: Current performances of the dwellings’ displays how different dwellings perform compared to the 

expected EPC-value, reference data and expected PV-generation. Here it is clear that four dwelling are consuming 

more than is being generated. Because this is the case, these individual dwelling could be further investigated 

whether it is really occupant behavior, or system under performance/ failure is responsible. In similar ways, these 

types of benchmarks can quickly aid in determining whether a dwelling is not performing as it should for different 

parameters. In turn, if certain dwelling are performing significant different from the other dwellings, (compared to 

the stated references or expected performances) these dwellings could be worthwhile for further investigation. 

Furthermore, this method could  also save time compared to having to investigate each dwelling individually. 

5.3 Variation in measurement data due to occupant 
behavior 

Overall, a clear variation in performance is noticeable at these dwellings, both for the performances of the heat 

pump and the indoor climate. In case of the heat pump, the ratio in consumption between the highest and lowest 

consumer can be as large as two. For the resulting heating demand, the difference between the lowest and highest 

consumer is nearly 40%. For the indoor climate, the resulting influence can cause an half-yearly average temperature 

difference ranging for about 2 oC for the indoor temperature, whiles the amount of overheating hours can differ by 

from zero to around 100 hours for half a year. 

 

Within these measurement data; however, it should be taken into account that this data accounts for the first half-

year of 2015 (1st of January until the 1st of July) and only for the consumption regarding the heat pump and the 

indoor climate. In relation to the concept of Nota nul, the variable consumption, lighting and ventilation still need to 

be taken into account. How this variation of the heat pump therefore compares to the concept is briefly explained 

in Appendix 5: Current performances of the dwellings. Within this annex, the consumption of the heat pump for 

several dwellings is compared to the expected PV-generation for 2015’s first half year and other references 

dwellings. Within this project it is assumed for now that the current trend continues over the year. The first reasons 

for this restriction is to have as few as possible adjustments to the measurement data. The second reasons is that, 

assuming that the current trend continues, this choice will not affect the main conclusion regarding the sensitivity 

of occupant behavior (towards the building’s performances) within these dwellings.  

 

In regard to the energy consumption of the heat pump literature does mention some similar findings. When looking 

at literature, [9] reported that the energy consumption in nine identical dwellings can be as large as 600% at certain 

time intervals. According to an follow up experiment by Gill et al [10]; the resulting variation in consumption due to 

behavior can account for as much as 51%, 37%, and 11% of the variance in heat, electricity, and water usage, 

respectively, between low-energy dwellings within the UK when looking at yearly variation. Another study also 

investigated the impact of behavior on the (yearly) energy consumption for 28 identical dwellings within the UK. 

Although these dwellings were from the 1970’s, meaning that these dwellings have very likely less efficient systems 

and less insulated building facades, the conclusion was that a difference in consumption can be as large as two to 

one [11]. [12] also noted that behavior can have an impact on the indoor environment, and can cause a variation as 

large as a factor of two regarding energy consumption. [12] also stated that the individuals’ diversity has a yet a 

greater impact on energy demands within dwellings. Last, when evaluating the performances of identical buildings, 

it is in generally estimated that (energy) performances can vary as much as by a factor of two [14].  
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Overall, taking these sources into account, the variation in performances also noticed at the dwellings does not 

appear unlikely when accounted to behavior alone. Within a future study, to get a clearer relation between the 

variation and other parameters, it might be feasible however to take a larger sample size, and investigate if there is 

a clear correlation between different parameters of energy consumption and measurement data linked to behavior. 

Doing so could help to clearly identify which parameters are linked to higher consumption (and later on, confirm the 

estimations of the model in regards to the sensitivity study). 

 

For the duration of this project, it is assumed that behavior is likely a main cause, with the following reasons. I) The 

systems are relative new, thus it is assumed that these systems do not malfunction or subjected to degradation yet. 

II) The systems and envelope are heavily standardized and prefabricated for each dwellings, which reduces the 

change of man-made errors (assuming the installation and prefabrication have been carried out properly) [21]. III) 

When post-processing the measurement data of these dwellings, no direct indications were found that the systems 

acted above or below expectations, based on known specifications. If anomalies were noticed, the dwellings were 

deliberately not chosen. In general, this carefully selecting of data has led to a higher certainty in regards to the data. 

IV) The boundary conditions for weather, orientation, floorplans and systems are the same for the selected dwellings, 

with only the amount of occupants and related behavior being a possible difference. V) The variation noticeable 

appears to very well possible when compared to similar researches such as [9], [10], [11], [12] and [14].  

5.4 Model set up and uncertainties 

In regards to the model set up, there are still some uncertainties. Based on the initial data analysis and considered 

research question it was chosen to use Pheat pump (and Eheat pump) as an indicator to compare with the model. This 

parameter describes the power input of the heat pump which in turn provides heat for DHW and space heating.  

 

However, in regards to this comparison, there is one uncertainty. This uncertainty consists of the ratio of energy 

consumed for DHW and the energy consumed for space heating. Within the model and the sensitivity study, it was 

attempted to make a separation between both, however, the current ratio appears to be off to what is expected. 

 

To double check whether DHW consumption is not to low, a comparison is made between the vessel temperature 

measured at the dwellings and the vessel temperature simulated at TRNSYS. Within TRNSYS, the parameters 

‘temperature to load’ and ‘average vessel temperature’ are used for this comparison. Temperature to load in this 

case describes the temperature of the water available for DHW. The average vessel temperature describes the 

average water vessel temperature over the whole volume of the vessel (including height difference between inlet 

and outlet).  

 

As Figure 27 displays, the water temperature at TRNSYS does reach the supposed 50 oC water temperature also 

noted at the dwellings. This means that the system can reach the designed standards. When the temperature to the 

load reaches 45 oC, heating is turned on and the temperature increase. However, there are two differences between 

the data. First, legionella check (peaks reaching 65 oC were not considered in the model. Secondly, the drops in 

temperature appear to be larger compared to what the model displays. In general this implies that the model 

estimates the consumption/ tank loss coefficient losses of DHW to positive. In relation to the energy consumption, 

this means that the contribution of DHW could be even larger. In case of legionella check, this could account for an 

increase of 250 kWh at annual base (around 1 kWh/m2 for half a year). In case of DHW consumption itself, it is 

unknown, because in the current measurement data and method there could not be made a separation between 

the part allocated to DHW and space heating. Although the initial validation criteria were met, the current 

consumption for DHW might be to positive about the contribution of occupants, thus leaving some uncertainty about 

the contribution of DHW usage. A recommendation for future research therefore is to find a suitable method to 

separate the consumption for DHW and space heating and compare this outcome with the model. 
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Figure 27: Comparison of the vessel temperature between TRNSYS and the vessel temperature at three dwellings 

during the month May 2015 (at t = 15 minutes intervals).  

5.5 Time efficiency methodology 

Regarding the discussion of model complexity, time and resources are also a matter which needs to be regarded. 

Although testing different scenarios may help to give an indication about the contribution of occupants behavior 

towards a building, the required sources and computational time can be significant. The method used (based on 

Jacobi Iterative Method) within this project tested 64 case studies in which behavior is represented as an estimated 

range in which occupants could behave. The resulting output and boxplot dictates the range based on the minimum 

and maximum simulated energy consumption of these case studies, and the assumption is that the energy 

performances of ‘less extreme’ cases is likely to lay in between. For these extreme cases,  each scenario equals one 

TRNSYS simulation with a plot interval of t = 1 minute. On average, each TRNSYS simulation took about 6 minutes for 

a time period of half a year (using an intel(R) Core(TM) i7-4710MQ CPU @ 2.50 GHz). 

 

The reason why the simulation time is such large can be accounted to two factors, mainly the complexity of the base 

model and the implementation of several scenarios (high resolution). In regards of the base model complexity, it was 

chosen to model according to system specifications and drawings. Based on this documentation it was possible to 

model the system without a large uncertainty about its input, however, this increase in complexity does contribute 

to the increasing computation time. 

 

Regarding the method, a main limitation about this method is that inserting parameters as a (large) matrix and 

substituting it one at a time will have an exponential total simulation time (2p) x t. In which ‘2’ represent the two 

different inputs per parameters (minimum and maximum), p the total amount of parameters (in this case, six 

parameters for behavior) and t the simulation time per case [51]. Using a smaller time step may be an option to 

reduce the computational time, however, using a smaller interval does influence the results, because aspects such 

as shower usage and presence (assumed with a duration expressed in minutes) are rounded off in TRNSYS 

(schedules) when using larger time scales (e.g. hours), which in turn can cause computational errors. 
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Figure 28: TRNSYS energy use intensity calculated output of the base case study when different time scales are 

used. 

 

Besides the accuracy of the data, it should also be taken into account that within this project, simple schedules are 

used to compute and represent the influence of occupant behavior. In general, the assumption is that more complex 

methods; for example, stochastic models and agent based models, would provide more accurate results. However, 

it is also the stated that these type of models may even require even larger computational resources and more 

knowledge of operation then simpler models (in this case schedules) [23]. Considering these simulation times, testing 

the influence of behavior through the method such as applied here may be considered if it is suspected that behavior 

plays a significant role; however, in early stages of a project the methodology applied within this research may 

require too much computational time. 

5.6 Modeling occupant behavior and its complexity 

This section addresses the discussion held within the introduction about the model complexity usable for occupant 

behavior. Using the definitions originally set up within Appendix 2: Project terminology and theories, the following 

can be said about the relation between complexity, estimations and the approximation of the model (see Figure 1). 

Overall, within this project simple schedule models are used to represent behavior. The possible estimation error of 

this model can be considered small, as for the input estimations were used based on known data (amount of 

occupants, heating set points and shower heads), NEN-norms (gains) and literature for similar case studies (e.g. 

window opening and occupations schedules). As a result of these choices, the risk that these estimations are not 

suitable for this case study can be considered small.   

 

Within the current model, overall the complexity is low when addressing the original definition. The size of the model 

is considered small and the interactions are still simple. The main aspect of the occupant behavior model complexity 

that is increased is the resolution, as within the first model only one scenario is represented. To investigate the 

contribution of behavior, the resolution is increased for the amount of cases simulated. Overall, in relation to the 

approximation, it can be said that these simple schedules are able to represent all dwellings considering used 

estimations in combination with scenarios when the resolution of the model is increased. Nonetheless, the 

approximation of these schedules is by definition not optimum, as the model for behavior estimates the consumption 

variation can be far greater than what is actually measured. In relation to the measurement data, it should also be 

considered that the measurement data only covers six dwellings. If a larger selection was used, the approximation 

may be better due to the larger sample size. 
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One aspect that can help to determine the approximation error of a model is an indication about the probability that 

certain performances occur. Within the current model, the outer cases can be considered unlikely, though these 

cases are a possibility. Since the range is defined based on the extreme cases, there is no indication about the 

distribution of dwellings (and therefore the probability) and allocated performances. On the other hand, it is possible 

to run more intervals for each step (e.g. six variables for each parameter), rather than just a minimum and maximum 

range. This is ill advised, as the current model would have a very long simulation time. (for six variables per 

parameter, a total simulation time of nearly 200 days is estimated!). 

 

Knowing the probability of certain performances that occurs as the result of behavior can be useful when evaluating 

or predicting the performances of a design, especially when considering risk management and flexibility within 

building operations. Knowing what the quantity of cases where behavior alone causes certain performances can be 

helpful when developing systems in general. For example, if it is known that only 5,0 % of the cases would consume 

above 30 kWh/m2 for the heat pump, the design could be optimized to satisfy up and till this demand. In other words, 

satisfying demand for 95% of the cases can also be translated as allowing a flexible use for 95% of possible users 

(scenarios) within the building. To predict or evaluate this probability in performances, it can therefore be considered 

interesting to see if more complex models would be able to provide a better approximation (and likeliness) of the 

situation.  

 

Considering that this research only addresses simple behavior models, the following advise can be given to estimate 

the influence of occupants when only simple models and little knowledge is available. The first step would be to 

determine for what parameter an user could influence the building. Based on these parameters, set up different 

scenarios for amount and usage which are assumed likely to occur (ranging from less consuming cases to above 

average/ ineffective usage cases). In other words, increase the resolution of the mode by creating several scenarios 

to investigate the influence of behavior. Based on these scenarios, set up a range for the output for these different 

scenarios for considered performance indicators, for example, overheating hours and energy consumption. When 

addressing the system performances, take this range for the considered performances into account when addressing 

the capacities/ performances.    
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6 Conclusion and recommendations 

Within this chapter, a general conclusion is made and recommendations are given. 

6.1 Conclusion 

This study was set out to investigate the influence is of occupant behavior on the energy and climate performances 

of the “all electric dwellings with no energy bill”. To investigate this topic, the main research question was: ‘What is 

the influence of occupant behavior for this specific case study dwelling(s) in terms of comfort and (building bound) 

energy performances’? To answer this question, the first goal was to analyze the current variation in performances 

is as a result of occupant and allocated behavior, both for the energy consumption of the heat pump and for the 

indoor climate. A second goal was to investigate whether simple occupant behavior schedules are able to represent 

the variation in energy performances noticeable at these dwellings. For these schedules, estimations were made 

based on similar cases (from literature), Dutch NEN-norms and known conditions noticed within the dwellings. Based 

on the main objective, the aim was to investigate if simple schedules are sufficient to represent the uncertainty in 

performances as a result of (occupant) behavior. For the last step, the resulting model was used to identify how 

occupants could contribute towards a higher consumption.  

 

Based on the initial data analysis, it is clear that there is variation noticeable in the half-yearly energy consumption 

of the heat pump and within the indoor climate for the considered dwellings. Based on the known conditions and 

set up of the dwellings, it is assumed very likely that occupant behavior is responsible for this variation. This variation 

in the energy consumption of the heat pump can be as large as a factor of two to one within the analyzed dwellings, 

which is also in line with other studies [9], [10], [11], [12] and [14]. For the indoor climate, the variation in indoor 

temperature as a result of behavior can differ by 2oC on average on during this half-year time period. Although it is 

clear that there is a performance variation likely due to behavior (or a result of this), there still remain several 

uncertainties within the measurement data in regards to errors and the system build up which for now did not allow 

the usage of a larger selection of dwellings.  

 

When using occupant behavior schedules within TRNSYS to predict the uncertainty in performances as a result of 

behavior, it was (over) estimated that occupant behavior can contribute to as much as an increase of +191% or a 

decrease of -77% in heating energy when compared to an average modeled scenario. This estimation was made 

through increasing the resolution of the applied behavior schedules. The approximation of this range is questionable 

yet, as the likeliness of the extreme scenarios is considered small. Therefore a uncertainty range of five to one (based 

on 25% till 75% percentile) is assumed more likely. Nonetheless, the individual input of these scenarios is assumed 

suitable, as this information is based on known conditions and literature retrieved from similar dwellings or case 

studies. This lack of not knowing the probability of these cases is considered a limitation of the applied method 

(schedules in combination with min/max scenarios), and further investigations whether more complex models or 

different applications of schedules would be able to better represent this approximation (and related probability of 

occurrence) might therefore be interesting. 

 

In regards to the sensitivity of the dwellings  towards behavior, the TRNSYS model estimates that (ineffective and 

usage of high set points for) space heating is the main influence factor for higher consumption, followed by the size 

of the household and lastly by the duration of warm water usage (shower duration). In regards to the indoor climate, 

the TRNSYS model estimates that the building is sensitive to high internal gains (large number of occupants and heat 

generation as a result of equipment usage). Due to the high insulation values of these dwellings, higher ventilation 

rates may be considered an option to counter this within dwellings were thermal discomfort is recorded. When 

interpreting the magnitude of these results, it should be taken into account that they are influenced by the 

considered input. Nonetheless, the used input is assumed suitable due to it being derived from known data and 

literature considering similar scenarios.  
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However, For the results regarding the energy consumption, still some uncertainties remain. Within the results, the 

contribution of DHW is still to some extent uncertain both within the model and within the measurement data. 

Although the model is valid when compared to the original selected data, no separation could be made for the 

consumption for space heating and DHW within the data. Through comparing the vessel water temperature within 

the actual situation and within TRNSYS, it is clear that the consumption of DHW is underestimated within the 

(modeled) results. This implies that either more water within the actual situation is being consumed or that TRNSYS 

underestimates the contribution of DHW to the consumption of the heat pump. As a result, it is unclear if the ratio 

of space heating and DHW is representative, and further research on this matter is advised. 
 

Within interpreting these results with respect to the concept of ‘Nota Nul’, it must also be considered that this project 

only addresses the (half-yearly) consumption of the heat pump and the indoor temperature. The variation in 

performances as a result of lighting and household equipment is not considered due to too large uncertainties of 

both data and model input. Taking into account these parameters as well could lead to a larger performances 

variation when addressing the total electricity usage of these dwellings.  

 

In summary, the main conclusion is that occupants are very likely responsible for the current variation in the heat 

pump’s performances within these dwellings. Although there are still several uncertainties within the ratio of DHW 

and space heating contribution to this variation, inefficient and above average use of the heating set points is 

currently estimated within TRNSYS to be the major influence factor that can cause above average consumption. This 

excessively and ineffective use of heating energy can lead to having to pay additional costs in regards to the energy 

bill and the concept of ‘Nota Nul’. In regard to the indoor climate, also a variation in performances is recorded. Within 

TRNSYS it is estimated that larger families, high usage of equipment, and housebound families are more subtle to 

discomfort within these high performing dwellings, and when addressing literature, these estimations within TNRSYS 

might be realistic. 

 

When trying to estimate the total variation in the heat pump’s performances as a result of behavior, simple behavior 

schedules estimated that this variation could even be larger than the variation measured. This model estimated that 

occupant behavior can contribute to an increase of +191% or a decrease of -77% in the energy consumption of the 

heat pump alone. Albeit individual input of these schedules is assumed possible and likely for this case study, the 

outer scenarios are considered very unlikely to occur. Besides this probability, there are also several remaining 

uncertainties when comparing the measurement data with the model, which mainly lay within the ratio of space 

heating compared to DHW. It is therefore strongly advices to further investigate this ratio of DHW and space heating 

within the measurement data and the model.   
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6.2 Recommendations 

This research is a first attempt to investigate these case study dwellings and the effects of occupant behavior. 

Therefore, several recommendations can be set up. The first recommendation lays within the ratio of DHW and 

space heating. In the current state, it clear that there is a mismatch between what is actually used and what TRNSYS 

estimates for DHW. The first recommendation is therefore also to try and make a separation within the measurement 

data between both aspects and see how these two energy flows compare to the model.  

 

The second recommendation is to further investigate the effects of occupant behavior based on (on site) 

measurement data. The model within this project provides some estimations which can act as a lead-on point, but 

these estimations are not yet confirmed through real-time measurement data. Within future research, techniques 

like; for example, data-mining, surveys or additional measurements, could be used to investigate the correlation 

between higher consumption and behavior. In turn, this could help to address remaining uncertainties. Besides this 

confirmation, other uncertainties considered within this project can also be addressed; for example, variable energy 

consumption (addressing household equipment per individual household) and lighting. Based on this information, 

the current model could be improved and expanded with additional systems (e.g. plug loads, PV-panels and lighting). 

 

The third recommendation is to investigate if more complex occupant behavior models; for example, stochastic and 

agent based models (e.g. [26], [52]–[55]), could have a better approximation (and indication about the probably of 

occurrences) for the measured variation in performances. Within the current model, these types of models could be 

tested through using a type 155 TRNSYS (calling Matlab) component. Comparing the output of these different 

behavior models with the with the measurement data of the dwellings could give new insights considering the 

complexity and the approximation of different behavior models. When doing so however, similar input ranges should 

be considered for all model types (e.g. seven occupants). In turn this comparison could also help to identify what a 

suitable model trade-off point could be when considering occupant behavior. 
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8 Appendix 

Last added are the appendixes allocated to the main report. In this appendix, mainly more detailed information, 

backgrounds and extended versions of the results are displayed. 
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8.1 Appendix 1: Case study dwellings 

This appendix briefly explains the concept of design of HOMIJ’ “all-electric dwellings with no energy bill”, how this 

concept is translated into an actual building and the future planning for these dwellings. 

8.1.1 Appendix 1.1 Background of concept of ‘‘Nota Nul’’ 

The case study used within this project is designed on the concept of ‘‘Nota Nul’‘. This concept aims for occupants 

to have no (annual) energy costs when they inhabit the case study dwellings, as opposed to the concept of net-zero 

energy buildings (NZEB), where the focus lays instead on zero energy consumption itself. Within these costs, I) costs 

per unit of energy [Euro/kWh], II) fees for public rights and III) tax exemptions are taken into account [13]. An 

example calculation for an energy ill which meets the concept’s standards is displayed in Table 7. 

 

Table 7: Concept of ‘Nota Nul’ explained as an example calculation [13]. For prices an assumed value of 0.214 

Euro/kWh is used. 

 Generation/ 

consumption [kWh] 

Expenses 

[euro] 

Cost revenues 

[euro] 

Grid connection costs - + 270.00  

Tax exemptions -  - 385.00 

Building bound energy consumption - 2400 + 513.60  

Variable energy consumption - 2000 + 428.00  

Generation PV-cells + 4000  - 865.00 

Total  + 1211.60 - 1250.00 

Annual costs for energy; or energy bill   - 38.40 

 

The background of this concept lays mainly within the fixed living expenses related to the housing (e.g. mortgage, 

energy costs, rent costs and taxes). In fact, as Figure 29 shows, statistics display that the costs for energy related 

expenses increases more rapidly compared to other fixed living expenses within the Netherlands [30]. Besides the 

increase of living expenses, it was also found that achieving fully energy neutral buildings within the housing sector 

was cost-wise nearly impossible for the case of “HOMIJ’s all electric dwellings with no energy bill”. 

 

 
Figure 29: Additional (average) monthly living expenses between 1998 and 2012 for i), gas consumption, ii), 

electric consumption iii), water and iv), cost for public right of the grid connection (Dutch: kosten voor openbaar 

publiekelijk lichaam (OPL)) [30]. 
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Hence, the concept of ‘‘Nota Nul’’ aims at delivering low energy consuming dwellings in which occupants are likely 

to have few to no additional costs for energy-related features. This aspect of no additional costs ( ‘‘Nota Nul’’ or no 

‘energy bill’) is achieved by compensating the expenses (building bound consumption, variable energy consumption 

and grid connection costs) by local generation (generation PV-cells) and making use of tax exemptions and discounts. 

8.1.2 Appendix 1.2 HOMIJ’s ‘all electric dwellings with no energy bill’ 

The dwellings, which are still being developed at more locations across The Netherlands, consist of around 150 

(standardized) terraced dwellings built in 2014-2015. One example of these dwellings and the general floor plans are 

shown in Figure 2 and Figure 8. These dwellings are designed according to the ‘‘Nota Nul’’ concept, and can be 

considered very low energy consuming/ high efficient buildings (although not NZEB). This concept is realized within 

the systems by generating energy through a PV-system (compensating energy demand) and by using high efficient 

building-imbedded systems and a very well insulated envelope (reducing energy demand)  .  

 

The installation system build-up of these dwellings consists of three main systems. The first system is made of roof-

integrated PV-panels which aim to compensate energy demand on site to a large extend. To accommodate the 

heating demand, an electric air source heat pump is added as a second system to preheat the water used for heating 

and DHW-consumption. Last, a CO2-controlled ventilation system with heat recovery is added to supply fresh air. 

Since mainly the prices for gas consumption were increasing over the last years (see Figure 29) the choice was made 

to make the dwellings independent from fossil fuels, e.g., natural gas. Besides, gas cannot be ‘generated’ on site 

whereas electricity can through PV-cells. Hence, all systems are supplied by electricity and these dwellings are also 

nicknamed as the ‘all electric dwellings’.  

 

In the current situation, the dwellings are designed to have no additional costs for both the building bound 

consumption (consumption related to the building imbedded systems) and the variable consumption (consumption 

related to non-building imbedded systems, for example, TV’s, dishwashers and computers). At present time; 

however, some dwellings are, at times, dependent on external electricity sources to satisfy demand and a deviation 

in performances is noticeable between the different dwellings. Although a larger consumption can be compensated 

to some extent, it is suspected that the annual goal may not be reached based on the first half-year of usage. Because 

of this, the dwellings are not yet advertised as having no energy bill but rather as having few additional costs.  

 

Because the dwellings are heavily standardized, it is assumed that the behavior of the inhabitants is for a large extent 

responsible for the increased energy consumption for both the variable and building bound costs at some dwellings. 

In other words, it is suspected that the actions of occupants lead to a higher consumption than can be compensated 

in costs. In turn, this occurrence leads to occupants having to pay additional costs, and the concept of ‘‘Nota Nul’ ‘ 

not being reached. 

 

Scientific literature strengthens this assumption that behavior could be responsible to some extent. Studies analyzing 

behavior within groups of (identical) buildings also concluded that behavior can be a major cause for a variation in 

performances [4], [9], [10], [11], [12] and [14]. For example, [4] and [10] tried to give an explanation to the influence 

of occupants on high performing buildings. Here it was concluded that the influence of occupant behavior can be 

relatively greater due to these high performing dwellings being less connected to the outdoor climate. Because of 

this, the deviation in performances can be linked to occupant behavior. Because these investigated dwellings were 

also heavily standardized and homogeneous in terms of systems, lay-out and envelopes, the deviation at these 

dwellings was less likely related to the installation or measurement errors.  
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8.1.3 Appendix 1.3 Long term development plan 

For the future of these dwellings, HOMIJ wishes to extend and succeed in reaching the concept’s goal. On long term, 

the company’s’ ambitions is to further build and develop these dwellings as having few additional costs whilst 

maintaining a comfortable indoor environment, not only when newly built, but also over a long period of (in use) 

time. Due to the possible differences in building performances between different households, the aim also lays on 

possibly guaranteeing it for all possible users, or at least know when the user is self-responsible for the excessively 

higher energy usage.  

 

To achieve this ‘‘Nota Nul’’ concept without compromising on comfort, the focus now lays on optimizing and 

improving the (current) systems, increasing the robustness of the dwellings and analyzing the role of the user within 

the energy consumption and related costs. In terms of optimization, the focus lays on investigating if the systems 

perform as designed and if the efficiency of the system can be further increased. In terms of robustness, the aim lays 

on investigating if the current systems can maintain these high standards over a longer period of in use time. E.g. 

what happens when systems and material degradation occurs? In terms of occupants, the focus lays on analyzing 

their influence on energy and comfort performances towards the robustness of the dwellings. This last part also 

focuses on the related deviation due to behavior. 
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8.2 Appendix 2: Project terminology and theories 

In terms of terminology  and theories the following definitions are used with regards to: occupant behavior, (model) 

complexity, approximation uncertainty (errors due to simplification) and estimation uncertainty. Secondly. 

8.2.1 Appendix 2.1 Occupant behavior 

Occupant behavior within this project is defined as the influence of the presence of occupants, or actions, that an 

occupant can perform within a building to influence his or hers surroundings which, in turn, could influence the 

building’s performances.  

 

Since this definition can be broadly interpreted, the interpretation of occupant behavior described by W.J.N. Turner 

& T. Hong., (2013) [4] is used in this project. The authors describe energy related behavior as the result of four 

components. First, there are the drivers (e.g. biological, weather and economic reasons) which can influence a 

person’s state of being. Second there are an occupant’s needs (e.g. thermal comfort and visual comfort). If the needs 

are not met due to influence of the drivers, an occupant will perform an action to ensure his needs are met. This 

action can be an interaction with the building or system, which in turn could influence the performance of the 

building (e.g. if thermal comfort is not met, an user could increase the temperature by adjusting the thermostat, 

thus more energy is consumed).     

 

Knowing all this possible information is near impossible, and even so, it would require a very complex model to be 

able to take into account all possible results. Therefore occupant behavior within this project focuses on five building 

aspects set up by Parys et al., (2014) [26]. These are described as follow: control of shading devices, control of 

windows, control of artificial lighting, interaction with appliances (e.g. laptop, television and washing machines), and 

HVAC system controls (heating and cooling demand). An overview of these models as shown by Parys et al. is given 

in Figure 30. Of these parameters, blinds are not taken into account as the case study dwellings do not have blinds 

by default.  

 

Although these parameters where set up for office buildings, these parameters can still be used to represent 

dwellings. There are several reasons why these parameters for behavior will be used despite being set up for an 

office building. First, this division makes it easier to gain an overview of different model types and required input for 

the framework described in [4], as occupation behavior and the required variables are narrowed down. Second, 

splitting the model into several sub models could help to better identify sources of uncertainty related to occupant 

behavior within the case study. Besides these advantages, the exact systems (e.g. windows, HVAC-system, devices 

used) likely vary between different buildings (types). For example, an office can have a different heating system than 

a theatre. The required occupant modelling complexity might therefore be different for the office situation. Using 

these general parameters could allow an easier comparison between buildings with different system types.  

 

A limitation however could be that these sub models are still an abstraction of real occupant behavior. Therefore the 

scope of these parameters is limited to what is possible within current BES-tools. However, since occupant behavior 

itself is very complex this is needed to avoid unknown input parameters and non-definable interactions between the 

components and the model.  
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Figure 30: Overview of Stochastic sub occupant behavior models, or components within an office [26] 

8.2.2 Appendix 2.2 Complexity 

Within this project, a definition of modelling complexity within building energy simulation model is given by analyzing 

several other articles related to modelling complexity in general [17], [23]–[25]. As a result, complexity of a model 

depends on the amount of detail in it, which in turn, depends on the size, resolution and interaction product. 

“Product” is used symbolically here, i.e., we don’t necessarily multiply size, resolution and interaction – what we do 

instead is discuss several measures in which increasing the size and resolution lead to increasing complexity [25].  

 

As described by Zeigler et al., (2000) [25], complexity can be understood in terms of size, resolution and interaction 

product. This is visualized in Figure 31. Within this description, size is referred to as the number of components 

within a coupled model. Resolution refers to the number of variables within the model and their precision and 

granularity. In other words, resolution can be identified as  the number of states that have to be considered for each 

component. To better handle complexity, interactions are included between the different components. Because of 

this, complexity can be referred to as the size/resolution/interaction product.  

 

 

Figure 31: Complexity visualized as described by Zeigler et al., (2000) [20]. 
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8.2.3 Appendix 2.3 Error due simplification 

The error of a model compared to the real situation is expected to increase when the model is simplified. However, 

at times simplified models, like schedules, are deliberately used to reduce computational time and required 

resources.  As stated before in the introduction, the reason that simplified models; for example, schedules likely have 

a larger error is because they represent an average scenario or case, and when the real situation diverges from this, 

the possible error between the model and the real situation becomes larger. Using more advanced models; for 

example, agent based models, should yield more realistic results compared to the real situation because these 

models can take into account the difference between alternative cases and scenarios. Because of this, it is expected 

that complex models have a better approximation of the situation, thus having a smaller error due to the 

simplification of the model [20].     

8.2.4 Appendix 2.4 Uncertainty due to possible estimation errors  

Estimation errors are defined as a potential inaccuracy in any phase or activity of the modelling process that is due 

to lack of knowledge. The first feature that this definition stresses is ‘potential’, meaning that the inaccuracy may or 

may not exist. In other words, there may be no inaccuracy, say, in the prediction of some event, even though there 

is a lack of knowledge if the aspect is modelled correctly. The second key feature of this estimation uncertainty is 

that its fundamental cause is incomplete information [22]. 

 

When using more advanced models, it is likely that more data is needed to operate the model. Since data is often 

limited for occupants and their behavior, estimations have to be made to fill in this missing information. These 

estimations may be wrong for the specific case study but if no real measurements and information are available, are 

still needed to set up the model. This means that, even the approximation of the model is sufficient, the input 

estimations of the model could be inadequate for the design scenario, thus leaving a larger discrepancy between the 

model output and the actual performances. If the complexity of the model increases, so does the required 

information to set up this model. Since occupant behavior is more random in nature then; for example material 

properties, the change is larger than estimations have to be made to fill in this information. This increases the 

potential error due to wrong estimations within these complex models. 

8.2.5 Appendix 2.5 Types of behavior models 

Within building energy simulation modeling, there are several methods to model behavior specially. When looked at 

within literature and using the definitions for complexity. The following types of models are considered (with 

increasing complexity):  

 

o Fixed schedules 

o Deterministic modelling 

o Stochastic modelling 

o Agent based models 

 

Within the figures below (Figure 32), also a course representation is added of how the output of the different model 

types could be compared to actual measurement data. 
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Figure 32: Visualization of the output of three models with increasing complexity compared to measurement data 

of n = 9 dwellings. If the complexity increases, so should the range and coverage of the possible outcome. If this range 

and coverage increases, so does the approximation of the model when compared to real measurements.   

 

 

Output of models

Buildings within the model's output
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8.3 Appendix 3: Selected measurement data 

This chapter briefly focuses on the selected measurement data, the considered dwellings and the used parameters 

measured within the database. 

8.3.1 Appendix 3.1 Selected parameters and dwellings from the database 

For the project the dwellings which were specially used for this project are displayed in the table below. Of these 

dwellings, the data is extracted for the (at that time available) parameters for the period of 1st of Jan until the 1st of 

July. This information is displayed in Table 8 and Table 9. 

 

Table 8: Overview of chosen dwellings 
DATABASE NAME PROJECT CODE 

HOLTEN 11 H11 

HOLTEN 13 H13 

HOLTEN 25 H25 

HOLTEN 57A H57A 

HOLTEN 61 H61 

HOLTEN 73 H73 

 

Table 9: Overview of parameters selected from the database. 

*TAB NAME GRAPH UNIT DISCRIPTION 

OVERVIEW Vermogen gebruiker W Power usage of heat pump 

BALANSVENTILATIE Temperatures oC Air temperatures at the ventilation system 
MITSUBISHI A1M COP - Coefficient of performances heat pump 
MITSUBISHI A1M Temperatures oC Set points heating, air temperature and 

vessel temperature 
MITSUBISHI A1M Power heat pump/ pulse 3 W Power usage of heat pump (same as first 

parameters) 
MITSUBISHI A1M Temperatures/ water 

temperature 

oC Water temperature at the vessel 

*  - The database is divided in several website tabs. The name described displays the tab name. The name of 

the graph is the copied name displayed above each measurement database.  

8.3.2 Appendix 3.2 Selecting dwellings and processing the database 

When processing and selecting the data, there were several steps taken. 

8.3.2.1 Time range 
The first step considered was setting the time range of the dwellings. Since the dwellings were relatively new, only 

half a year of measurement data was available. Based on this knowledge, the range was set to 1st 2015 of January 

until the 1st of July 2015.  
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8.3.2.2 Selecting dwellings and determining if they are occupied 
For selecting the parameters/dwelling, each considered dwelling was first analyzed individually for errors and 

likelihood of being occupied. An indicator that was used to determine if the dwellings were in use was the summed 

consumption and the power usage of several power outlets (Figure 33 and Figure 34). If a steady increase or regularly 

usage of these plug loads was noticed over time, it would mean that the dwellings is very likely occupied.  

 

 

 
Figure 33: Power outage of different plug loads during one week. Overall, several peaks are noticeable, which 

indicates that the different plugs are in use. 

 
Figure 34: Summed consumption of different plug loads for the same week as above. Overall, these plug loads 

are increasing over time, indicating that there is a regularly usage. 
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8.3.2.3 Processing and common errors and uncertainties 
 

After the dwellings were chosen and assumed in use, the data of the graph (described in Table 9) were exported. 

After exporting, the data was processed before calculating the half-yearly consumption. First error values (vacant 

cells, and extreme peak values) were removed and averaged out between adjacent cells. Based on the resulting data 

series, the data is processed according to the chapter 3.2.4. This section further describes several aspects noticed 

when using the database. 

 

1. Plot interval of measurement data 

When using the database, it should be considered that the plot interval of the data can vary for selected 

time frame and parameter. When processing the data, (e.g. calculating the energy consumption) this plot 

interval must be considered. Overall, when selecting a short time frame (e.g. a day), this plot interval can 

be as small as five minutes. Over the selected time frame of half a year, the plot interval was half an hour. 

The reasons behind these different intervals is to better handle the website data traffic.  

 

2. Date measurement methods 

The dwellings are monitored real time within the database for the different parameters. The exact method 

of measuring and recording were unknown during this project, however, one methods is suspected. The 

data is very likely measured at a very small time interval (assumed 1 minute). Within the database, to 

better manage data trafficking, this time interval is not displayed. It is likely that the larger plot intervals 

are derived from the smaller time intervals, although in the current state, the exact relation between these 

different time intervals is unknown. 

 

3. Common errors 

When analyzing the measurement data, there were several types of errors/ uncertainties noticeable. 

 

3a Vacancy periods or empty graphs 

The first type of measurement errors noticeable are (long) periods of vacancy (no data is recorded). Whilst 

other parameters are still recording, some graph record nothing, or have periods in which no measurement 

data is recorded. The exact reasons are unknown, but likely this is due to I) this parameter is not being 

recorded at the dwelling, which is the case in several earlier dwellings or II), the (register) device is 

unplugged, thus not recording anything. If these vacancy periods were long, the affected dwelling is not 

considered within this research. 

 
Figure 35: Example of empty cells within a week plot for the power outage of the heat pump (H57a date: 10-12-

2014) 
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3b Extreme values 

A second type of error noticed were (single) extreme values when compared to the other measurement 

data (e.g. 2 X larger than other adjacent values, as displayed Figure 36). Likely these are register errors. If 

a value is expected to be this type of error, this value is removed and averaged out between adjacent 

values. 

 

 
Figure 36: Power outage of the heat pump during the time frame of April 2015 until May 2016. As displayed, 

there is one unexplained extreme value noticed. 
 

3c Recording data but displaying a ‘strange’ or fixed value 

At times, some values record strange values, (e.g. -40 oC for indoor temperature over a period of a week). 

It is assumed that these errors are caused by a fault within the (programming of the) registration device. 

If these periods were long ( > longer that a couple of hours), this error was treated as a vacancy error. In 

case these error were smaller, this error was treated as an extreme value and the data is still used.  

 
3e COP during summer periods 

A last type of error was that the measured (daily average) COP often was not recorded during summer 

periods. It is suspected that this is related to how the database records data and displays the COP within 

the database (connection between smaller and larger time scales). For these types of errors, an estimated 

COP of the air heat pump was considered for this time period based on Figure 47. 

 

 
Figure 37: Example of a COP measurement for dwelling H57a. 
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8.4 Appendix 4: Annual consumption based on HDH 

At the time of processing the data, only half a year of in use data was available. To gain an insight on how the 

dwellings would perform on annual base, heating degree hours (HDH) were used to gain an insight on I) how the 

dwelling would perform on annual base, and II) how the EPC calculation made by HOMIJ would perform under this 

year’s weather. This later calculation was made because the EPC-calculation was performed using a NEN-weather 

file. Using this weather file, comparing the dwellings and the model with the EPC will provide a wrong image, as two 

different weather conditions would be used. 

 

To calculate the heating degree hours, a NEN-weather file was used to represent the EPC-calculation. Since there 

was no data available for a whole year, hourly temperature values were extracted from the KNMI for the time period 

of 1st of November 2014 until the 1st of November 2015. Based on these hourly values, the heating degree hours are 

calculated through the equation below. The results of this calculation are displayed in Table 10. 

 

Equation 6: 

 

𝐻𝐷𝐻 = ∑(𝑇𝑆𝑒𝑡𝑝𝑜𝑖𝑛𝑡
 
−  𝑇𝐴𝑚𝑏𝑖𝑒𝑛𝑡);  𝑤𝑖𝑡ℎ 𝑇𝑠𝑒𝑡𝑝𝑜𝑖𝑛𝑡 −  𝑇𝐴𝑚𝑏𝑖𝑒𝑛𝑡  > 0 

In which: 

Tsetpoint   = temperature set point of heating (= 18) [oC] 

Tambient  = ambient temperature of the weather file [oC] 

 

Table 10: HDH calculated for the reference weather used within the IESVE and for the year 2015. 

 JAN-JUNE JULY-DEC ANNUAL HEAT DEGREE HOURS (HDH) 

REFERENCE YEAR EPC 3911 4098 8009 
2015 3676 4065 7441 

 

The results in the table above clearly show that the year 2015 was warmer compared to the EPC-weather file data. 

Because of this, when comparing the EPC with reference values and the measurement data of the dwellings, this 

difference is taken into account to make a fair comparison. This newly calculated reference value for the energy use 

intensity and the PV generation during the first half-year are displayed in Figure 38 and Figure 39.  

 

 

 
Figure 38: Energy use intensity of the heat pump during the first half-year for the estimated EPC (reference 

weather value), (left), and for the estimated annual energy use intensity for weather data during 2015 (right). The 

surface area equals 128m2. 
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Figure 39: PV-generation during the first half-year for the estimated EPC (reference weather value), left, and for 

the estimated PV-generation for weather data during 2015 (right).  
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8.5 Appendix 5: Current performances of the dwellings 

To gain an insight if the dwellings perform as planned, a comparison was made with an estimation EPC calculation. 

As described in Appendix 4: Annual consumption based on HDH, this EPC calculation is calibrated towards the first 

half year of 2015. Within this comparison, the estimated energy use intensity of the heat pump is compared to the 

measurement data of several dwellings (in total of fourteen) and two reference values found within literature for 

similar types of dwellings within the Netherlands. Note that this comparison is performed for the first half-year of 

2015 during the period of 1st of Jan until the 1st of July, as the measurement data only existed for this time frame. 

 

Regarding the dwellings, the fourteen dwellings represented here were part of the first batch analyzed within the 

database. This means that of these dwellings, the orientation and local weather differs per city. Also the type may 

differ per dwelling (end dwelling instead of terraced dwelling). For the reference values, Senternovem [56] and 

AgentschapNL [57] are used to give an impression about the building’s performances. Within both references, an 

indication is given for how much energy (or gas) is needed to condition a dwelling with respect to tap water and 

heating. In case of Senternovem 2003, the reference value consists of the gas consumption recalculated to the 

energy consumed for space and tap water heating within terraced dwellings build before the period of 2004. For 

AgentschapNL [57], this reference value consist of the energy consumption for tap water and scape heating for other 

terraced dwellings build before 2012 and have and satisfy the demand of having and EPC-rating of 0,6 or lower. 

Before comparing these reference values to the dwellings, both sources were also calibrated for half a year of 

consumption, based on the HDH of in Appendix 4: Annual consumption based on HDH. 

 

The resulting comparison is displayed in Figure 40. Within Figure 40 below, the yellow bars represent the energy 

consumption of the heat pump. (In this case, the heat pump provides heat for both DHW and space heating). The 

light grey bar represents the EPC expected energy consumption for space and DHW heating after calibration, and 

the dark grey bars represent the energy consumption of space and DHW heating for different reference sources. 

Similar as with the variation in performances noticeable within the six dwellings of Holten, here is also a difference 

of about two to one when looking at these dwellings. Because the sample size is small, there is no clear indication 

whether dwellings of a specific city consume more or less than other areas, nor do the end-type dwellings appear to 

consume more compared to the terraced dwellings. 

 

When comparing these dwellings to the EPC-estimation (after calibration), it is clear to several of the lower 

consuming dwellings perform on par with the estimation. However, some dwelling do consume more than is 

expected. Even so, most dwelling still appear to consume less than what is expected to be generated through PV-

cells within the dwellings, with exception of four out of fourteen dwellings (28%). Although these four dwelling 

consume more, it does not necessarily mean that they do not meet the criteria of ‘‘Nota Nul’’, as the focus of this 

concept lays on the annual costs (see chapter 8.1.1). However, due to the higher consumption, these dwellings are 

likely more at risk.  

 

Lastly, when comparing the dwellings to reference values, the following is noticed. As expected, the general trend is 

clear that these dwellings consume less for space heating and DHW when compared to older terraced dwellings ( < 

2004 [56]) with a factor of four. When comparing these dwellings to similar high performing buildings of before 2012 

[57], the consumption is smaller by a factor of about two till three for space heating and DHW. In general, even if 

not all dwellings will meet the concept of ‘‘Nota Nul’’, it is clear that the these dwelling can be considered very energy 

efficient. 

 

Taking into account the general conclusion of this research, the chance is high that occupants are partly responsible 

for the higher consumption noticed at some dwellings. Although it should also be considered that this research did 

not focused on examining whether all systems within these dwelling function as planned. Overall, no anomalies were 

discovered during the first assessment of these selected 14 dwellings as well. Within the project, only the six 

dwellings selected dwellings were used to exclude the possible influence of weather, orientation and type. 
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Figure 40: Electricity consumption of the heat pump for several locations, the average of these dwellings, the half-

yearly EPC estimations and two (half-yearly) reference values. This consumption covers the period of the 1st of January 

until the first of July.  

 

Table 11: overview of the 14 dwellings looked at within the first analyzes.  

CITY DATABASE NAME CODE MATLAB TYPE ORIËNTATION 

HOLTEN* Holten 11 h11 Terraced NNW 

  Holten 13 h13 Terraced NNW 

  Holten 25 h25 Terraced NNW 

  Holten 57A h57 Terraced NNW 

  Holten 61 h61 Terraced NNW 

  Holten 73 h73 Terraced NNW 

  Holten 89 h89 End NNW 

ZEIST Zeist 18 z18 Terraced ENE 

  Zeist 20 z20 End ENE 

  Zeist 28 Z28 Terraced ENE 

EIJSDEN Eisden 15 E15 End WNW 

  Eisden 17 E17 Terraced WNW 

LEEUWARDEN Leeuw 28 L28 End NW 

  Leeuw 30 L30 Terraced NW 

* - Dwellings used within main research are underlined. 
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8.6 Appendix 6: Model build up 

This appendix focuses on the input, estimations and validation of the TRNSYS model used within this study.  

 

Model overview + weather data coupling 

 

 
Figure 41: TRNSYS complete model overview. 

 
Figure 42: TRNSYS overview of modeling an own weather file (macro weather data). Type99 allows a custom .txt 

file to read data strings and couple different radiation directions. Equation ‘Radiation’ couples this information to the 

surfaces within the type 56 building.  
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8.6.1 Appendix 6.1 Ventilation, heating and space heating system. 

Infiltration rate: 

For the heat loss due to infiltration, qleakage (ACH), an estimated value of 0.12 ACH was used [58].  

 

Ventilation rate: 

The system buildup of this system is based om the manufactures drawings [34]. For this CO2 controlled ventilation 

system, an estimated air change rate (qvent in (ACH)) is calculated based on the maximum and nominal ventilation 

debit. For this project, the ventilation rate of the system is estimated at 85% of qventmax. This is equal to 181 m3/h. 

Based on this value, the air change rate qvent is calculated through Equation 7.  

 

 Equation 7: Ventilation change rate 

𝑞𝑣𝑒𝑛𝑡  =  
𝑞𝑣𝑒𝑛𝑡_𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑒

𝑣𝑜𝑙𝑢𝑚𝑒
 [𝐴𝐶𝐻] 

 

In which: 

qvent   = Ventilation rate [ach] 

qvent_rate   = Ventilation rate of ventilation system [m3/h] 

volume   = Volume dwellings; estimated at 128 x 3 [m3]  

 

 
Figure 43: Ventilation system for a WHR 930 unit [34] with the different directions: Ambient air; or buitenlucht, 

supply air (toevoerlucht); room exhaust air (retourlucht) and general ventilation exhaust (afvoerlucht). 
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Figure 44: TRNSYS modeled ventilation system with heat recovery (type 667b) and free night cooling (modeled 

through type2B). As input for the heat recovery, the average temperature was calculated for the different air nodes 

within type 56. All modules are allocated within the macro ‘Ventilation unit with heat recovery’.  

 

 

Heating system build up and DHW consumption 

The heating system modeled is based on manufactures drawings and tables provided [33]. 

 

Figure 45: Overview of heating and DHW system within the case study dwellings For local systems, a floor 

heating unit is modeled [33]. 
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Figure 46: System specification used to model the vessel and the heat pump (yellow marked) [33]. 
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Figure 47: Expected COP values from the air-to-water heat pump for an inlet flow of 35 oC.. 

 

 

 
Figure 48: TRNSYS modeled heating unit from the air-to-water heat pump (Type941), the auxiliary heater (type 

6) and the return flow from floor heating/water vessel (within macro heating-system). 
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Figure 49: TRNSYS modeled water vessel (type 4c) and deliver unit (tee piece), based on standard TRNSYS example 

(macro storage vessel). 

 

 
Figure 50: TRNSYS modeled floor heating system (type653) with water pump and controller (type108). The 

controller checks the indoor temperature at which it detects whether heating is required at given time step. The floor 

heat unit is coupled to the type 56 dwelling with through the average slab temperature (as input for a surface in which 

floor heating is located). From the type 56 dwelling, the output ‘QTcomo’ (total convective and I. wave radiation gain 

to outside surface) is coupled to the ‘Top surface heat transfer from Type 56 building’ within the type653. (macro 

floor heating)  

 
Figure 51: TRNSYS modeled control unit (macro control-unit). The equation on_signal_heating-2 provides the on 

signal for space heating. On_signal_heating&vessel provides an on signal if either space or DHW- heating is required. 
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8.6.2 Appendix 6.2 Occupant behavior schedules input 

For the first model, several estimations were made for behavior. Behavior within this base model is considered for 

four aspects as described by [26]. Each of these aspects is modeled through schedules.  

 

Presence and amount 

Within the base case, three occupants were considered. Based on known information, the smallest household could 

count one occupant, whilst the largest households could count seven occupants. For the base case, schedules were 

considered based on the work of [37]. For related internal gains, standard values of TRNSYS were used, or 60 watts 

per person for the bedrooms and 100 watts per person for the living room.  

 

Apertures and lighting 

As input for the internal gains through equipment, [35], [58] were used as reference data. These values are allocated 

to the presence schedules set up for occupants as internal heat gains over the surface area for each floor.  

 

Domestic hot water 

For the base case, an assumed consumption of 20 minutes were considered (+/- seven minutes per person). Based 

on system documentation, the flowrate assumed was 12.7 liter/min (750 kg/hr) of water. 

 

Heating set points 

The heating set point within the model was assumed constant at 20 oC during the day. This choice was made as the 

heat pump system is considered more efficient if the heating set point remains constant during the day. This is due 

to the slow reaction time of the floor heating system.  

 

Window opening  

 To represent the influence of opening window, [36] is used to set up a distribution schedule for window operations 

during several periods each day.  Connected to this schedule, an estimated ventilation rate was considered of 1 [ACH] 

(or 0.5 [ACH] per open window). Within TRNSYS, this additional ventilation rate is modeled through added infiltration 

rates within each zone. Based on the work of [36], the additional ventilation is only considered within the 

temperature ranges of 10 < Tambient < 25. Outside these ranges, it is assumed that (most) occupants are less likely 

to open windows due to the colder/warmer outdoor temperatures (see Figure 53). 
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Figure 52: Possibility of opening windows relative to the time of day [36]. Based on this pie chart, a schedule is 

set up to represent what percentage of the windows is open during a time interval. 

 

 
Figure 53: Amount of actions recorded for opening a window relative to the outdoor temperature [36]. 
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Figure 54: TRNSYS modeled occupation schedules (used to represent presence and are allocated to internal gains). 

For these scenarios, type 14a is used together with type41a (macro Scenarios). 

 

 
Figure 55: TRNSYS modeled units for occupant behavior (macro occupants behavior). Warm water time 

duration and daily load are used to control the behavior for shower type and shower duration. The equation 

heating_setpoints controls the required set point for heating. Within floorheating, the pump is turned off when the 

indoor temperature surpasses this set point. Amount of people, person gain and equipment gain are connected to 

the scenario schedules. Window opening temperatures, window opening and natural ventilation represent the 

window opening behavior.  
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8.6.3 Appendix 6.3 Building construction parts 

This chapter briefly discusses the input for the materials. Since no exact values were given within the EPC-report, the 

insulation values of the buildings parts, photos available online [21]and the Dutch building code [32] were used to 

estimate the construction set up and material properties. The underlined values were used as an indicator to 

compare with the values from the ECP-report These values are displayed here per building type implemented within 

TRNSYS. 

 

Table 12: Material properties allocated within TRNSYS 

  insulation 
concrete 

Polystereen 
insulation 

wood board/ 
hout plaat 

glasswool 
Insulation 

Cavity Aerated 
concrete  
(cellenbeton) 

Brick 

Input TRNSYS  0,684 0,144 1,080 0,144 0,648 0,684 2,360 

capacity  
(kJ/kgK) 

0,840 1,470 1,680 0,840 1,000 0,840 0,840 

density  
(kg/m3) 

700 50 1000 100 1,290 550 1750 

 

Table 13: Model input facade wall modelled from exterior to the interior. 

 Re Brick insulation 
concrete 

Polystereen insulation 
concrete 

Ri Total 

conductivity Λ 
[W/mK] 

 0,65 0,19 0,04 0,19   

thickness D [m]  0,08 0,12 0,13 0,16  0,49 

Rc [m2K/w] 0,04 0,12 0,63 3,25 0,84 0,13 5,02 

kJ/(h*m*k)       18,06 

U-value       0,20 

 

Table 14: Model input roof modelled from exterior to the interior. 

 Re wood board glasswool Insulation wood board Ri Total 

conductivity Λ 
[W/mK] 

 0,30 0,04 0,30   

thickness D [m]  0,02 0,26 0,02  0,29 

Rc [m2K/w] 0,04 0,05 6,38 0,05 0,13 6,65 

kJ/(h*M*k)      23,92 

U-value      0,15 

 

Table 15: model input of the interior walls, separating the dwellings. 

 Re insulation concrete Cavity insulation concrete Ri Total 

conductivity Λ 
[W/mK] 

 0,19 0,18 0,19   

thickness D [m]  0,17 0,10 0,17  0,44 

Rc [m2K/w] 0,04 0,89 0,56 0,89 0,13 2,52 

kJ/(h*m*k)      9,05 

U-value      0,40 
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Table 16: Model input of the foundation floor 

 Re aerated concrete  
 

insulated light weighted 
concrete 

insulation Ri Total 

conductivity Λ 
[W/mK] 

 0,35 0,19 0,04   

thickness D [m]  0,07 0,30 0,12  0,49 

Rc [m2K/w] 0,04 0,20 1,58 3,00 0,13 4,95 

kJ/(h*m*k)      17,82 

U-value      0,20 

 

Table 17: Model input separation floors between different floors 

  Re insulated light weighted concrete Ri Total 

conductivity Λ 
[W/mK] 

  0,12     

thickness D [m]   0,30   0,30 

Rc [m2K/w] 0,13 2,50 0,13 2,67 

kJ/(h*m*k)       9,61 

U-value       0,37 

 

 

 a   b 

 c 

Figure 56: Building parts a)  exterior wall, b) roof and c) separation floor between the different building levels [21]. 
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Table 18: Windows and doors, derived from the standard library within TRNSYS 

 U-value 
[W/m2K] 

Thickness 
[m] 

Solar 
absorption  
[-] 

Emissivity  
[-] 

Angle  
[o] 

Description and id 
number 

Door 1,40 - 0,6 0,9 90 Insulating wooden door I 
(id: 2001) 

Window 0,98 - 0,6 0,9 90 Triple glass layered 
window 
(id: 12005) 

Window_roof 0,98 - 0,6 0,9 38 Triple glass layered 
window 
(id: 12005) 

 

 
Figure 57: TRNYS/ TRNbuild modeled building. As stated, three zones were used (Attic, 2nd floor and 1st floor) to 

represent a terraced dwelling from Holten. 
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8.6.4 Appendix 6.4 Validation results 

This chapter briefly displays the results of the base case model, compared to the measurement data. 

 

 
Figure 58: Eheat pump or the electric use intensity of the heat pump for each dwelling compared to the model output of 

TRNSYS (= 13,54 kWh/m2). 

 

 
Figure 59: Qdemand or the heating demand for space heating and DHW compared to the model output of TRNSYS 

(= 31,5 kWh/m2). 
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Figure 60: Temperature output of TRNSYS compared to the temperature ranges set within the measurement data 

(T_min = 16 oC, T_max = 26oC) and the ambient temperature of the weather file (KNMI weather data). 
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8.6.5 Appendix 6.5 Hourly comparison of electric consumption heat pump 

This chapter briefly displays the hourly comparison of the data of the TRNRYS model (electric consumption HP model) 

with hourly data from the measurement data itself. 

 

 
 

 
Figure 61: Comparison of the half hourly data of the electric consumption, in kWh, of the heat pump Eheat pump, 

measured at the dwellings, the average of these dwellings and for the electric consumption modeled in TRNSYS. Figure 

a (upper) displays the electric consumption for the period of the 14th of January until the 21th of January (2015). Figure 

b (lower) displays the consumption during the period of 24th of June until the 1st of July.  
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8.7 Appendix 7: Presence profiles 

This appendix displays the occupation profiles set up by [37]. Within the model, this input is used to set up the 

occupation scenarios.  
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8.8 Appendix 8: Sensitivity study discrepancy method 

This appendix displays the sensitivity study for the discrepancy method described in Chapter 3.5 and Chapter 4.3. 

The title name variable is the variable which changed within the case study simulation. For each scenario with 

allocated variable, the difference is calculated between the TRNSYS base case results and the TRNSYS case with 

(adjusted) variable.  
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8.8.1 Appendix 8.1 Number of inhabitants [n] 

Table 19: Output for sensitivity study with variable occupants input 

STUDY WITH VARIABLE OCCUPANTS 

N EUI total 
[kWh/m2] 

EUI DHW 
[kWh/m2] 

EUI SPACE HEATING 
[kWh/m2] 

Difference 
[%] 

Overheating hours 
[hours] 

1 16,1 1,8 14,3 18,8 0 

2 13,9 2,9 11,0 2,3 0 

3 13,5 3,7 9,9 0,0 0 

4 12,8 4,3 8,4 -5,6 5 

5 11,5 4,9 6,6 -15,1 18 

6 11,0 5,3 5,7 -18,8 48 

7 11,1 5,7 5,4 -17,8 101 

 

 
Figure 62: (upper) EUI of the heat pump for each individual case and (lower) the perceptual difference compared 

to the base case for with a variable amount of occupants. 
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8.8.2 Appendix 8.2 Heating set points [oC] 

Table 20: Output for sensitivity study with variable heating set point 

STUDY WITH VARIABLE HEATING SET POINT 

T EUI total 
[kWh/m2] 

EUI DHW 
[kWh/m2] 

EUI SPACE HEATING 
[kWh/m2] 

Difference 
[%] 

Overheating hours 
[hours] 

17 2,9 2,9 0,0 -78,6 0 

18 4,4 3,7 0,7 -67,8 0 

19 7,3 3,7 3,6 -46,1 0 

20 13,5 3,7 9,9 0,0 0 

21 18,2 3,7 14,5 34,1 0 

22 24,3 3,7 20,7 79,7 0 

23 32,0 3,7 28,3 136,3 8 

 

 

 

Figure 63: (upper) EUI of the heat pump for each individual case and (lower) the perceptual difference compared 

to the base case for with a variable heating set point. 
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8.8.3 Appendix 8.3 Equipment gains [kJ/hour] 

Table 21: Output for sensitivity study with variable gains through equipment 

STUDY WITH VARIABLE INTERNAL GAINS 

Q* [KJ/HR] Q 
[Watt/m2] 

EUI total 
[kWh/m2] 

EUI DHW 
[kWh/m2] 

EUI SPACE HEATING 
[kWh/m2] 

Difference 
[%] 

Overheating hours 
[hours] 

370 2 13,6 3,7 9,9 0,5 0 

490 2.5 13,5 3,7 9,9 0,0 0 

790 4 11,5 3,7 7,8 -15,1 8 

1100 6 9,7 3,7 6,0 -28,6 36 

*  - Conversion rate; 1 Kj/hr = 3.6 W/m2 x Surface area floor [m2] 

 

Figure 64: (upper) EUI of the heat pump for each individual case and (lower) the perceptual difference compared 

to the base case for with a variable internal gains through equipment.  
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8.8.4 Appendix 8.4 Window opening [ACH] 

Table 22: Output for sensitivity study with variable opening of windows 

STUDY WITH VARIABLE VENTILATION RATE THROUGH NATURAL VENTILATION 

Q 
[ACH] 

EUI total 
[kWh/m2] 

EUI DHW 
[kWh/m2] 

EUI SPACE HEATING 
[kWh/m2] 

Difference 
[%] 

Overheating hours 
[hours] 

0,0 13,1 3,7 9,45 -3,2 23 

0,5 13,2 3,7 9,52 -2,7 4 

1,0 13,5 3,7 9,88 0,0 0 

1,5 13,6 3,7 9,90 0,1 0 

2,0 13,6 3,7 9,93 0,3 0 

2,5 13,6 3,7 9,94 0,5 0 

3,0 13,9 3,7 10,27 2,9 0 

3,5 15,0 3,7 11,33 10,7 0 

4,0 15,6 3,7 11,95 15,3 0 

 
Figure 65: (upper) EUI of the heat pump for each individual case and (lower) the perceptual difference compared 

to the base case for with a variable natural ventilation rate. 
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8.8.5 Appendix 8.5 DHW – shower head type [kg/hr-water] 

 

Table 23: Output for sensitivity study with variable water flow of showerhead 

STUDY WITH VARIABLE SHOWER HEAD AND DIFFERENT WATER FLOW RATE 

M* 
[KG/HR] 

m  
[l/min] 

EUI total 
[kWh/m2] 

EUI DHW 
[kWh/m2] 

EUI SPACE HEATING 
[kWh/m2] 

Difference 
[%] 

Overheating 
hours 
[hours] 

474 7,9 13,3 2,6 10,7 -2,1 0 

750 12,5 14,4 3,7 10,7 6,1 0 

1026 17,1 14,9 4,4 10,5 10,2 0 

*  - Conversion rate:  1 l/min = 60 kg/hr-water 

 

 
Figure 66: (Upper) EUI of the heat pump for each individual case and (lower) the perceptual difference compared 

to the base case for with a variable mass flow of the shower head. 
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8.8.6 Appendix 8.6 DHW shower duration [minutes] 

Table 24: Output for sensitivity study with variable shower duration  

STUDY WITH VARIABLE SHOWER DURATION 

T  
[HOURS] 

T 
[min] 

EUI total 
[kWh/m2] 

EUI DHW 
[kWh/m2] 

EUI SPACE HEATING 
[kWh/m2] 

Difference 
[%] 

Overheating hours 
[hours] 

0,08 5 13,5 2,8 10,7 -0,6 0 

0,125 7.5 14,4 3,7 10,7 6,1 0 

0,17 10 15,1 4,4 10,7 11,2 0 

0,25 15 15,9 5,3 10,5 17,1 0 

0,33 20 16,4 6,0 10,3 20,8 0 

0,50 30 17,2 7,2 10,0 27,0 0 

 
Figure 67: (Upper) EUI of the heat pump for each individual case and (lower) the perceptual difference compared 

to the base case for with a variable average shower duration per person 
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8.9 Appendix 9: Sensitivity study boxplot method 

Within the main text, only the boxplot values are considered for the outer cases (extreme values). Within this annex, 

the sensitivity is displayed for different variables. 

8.9.1 Appendix 9.1 Amount of occupants [n] 

 
Figure 68: Deviation in the energy consumption of the heat pump for different household sizes. 
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8.9.2 Appendix 9.2 Heating set point [oC] 

 
Figure 69: Deviation in the energy consumption of the heat pump for different heating set points. 

8.9.3 Appendix 9.3 DHW consumption [l/min] and [min] 

 
Figure 70: Deviation in the energy consumption of the heat pump for different scenarios of warm water 

consumption 
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8.9.4 Appendix 9.4 Ventilation through window opening [ACH] 

 
Figure 71: Deviation in the energy consumption when additional natural ventilation is considered. 

8.9.5 Appendix 9.5 Additional heat gains [W/m2] 

 
Figure 72: Deviation in the energy consumption as a result of different internal heat gains (e.g. through equipment 

usage or additional electrical heaters). 
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8.10 Appendix 10: Matlab script and explanation 

The following pages contain the script used within Matlab to connect the TRNSYS model with Matlab within this 

research. Note that this method aims at replacing (several) variables within the .dck or .b17 file of the TRNSYS model 

which are not time depend. Based on the resulting newly formed .dck file, the model is run with the adjusted variable. 

Overall, this means that there is no continuously interaction for every time step between Matlab and TRNSYS, and 

the TRNSYS model only runs for the self-allocated variables. In case a continues interaction is needed between 

TRNSYS and Matlab for every time step, it is advised to use type 155 within TRNSYS 17. An example file of this is 

found within the standard TRNSYS example directory (Calling_Matlab).  

 

Before working with the Matlab script, make sure that the TRNSYS model in which the variables need to be changed 

is working. If not, the Matlab script will not be able to run. 

 

Before running the script, several preparation need to be made. To run this script, two additional Matlab functions 

(blue labeled) need to be placed within the directory at which the script is saved (red labeled). These files are I) 

{replaceinfile.m} and II) {Importfile.m}. Besides these, the model of TRNSYS model and required files need to be 

located in this directory as well. Last, a copy of the .dck (or .b17) file (yellow labeled) is also needed to act as a 

template (green labeled) in which the parameters can be replaced (further explained in the figure next page). 

 

Within this template file (in the script, it is called {BuildingProjec_MORGENWONEN_BASE.dck}), the variables which 

have to be replaced need to be replaced by a unique ‘string’ value which Matlab can recognize (e.g. !HTSP as heating 

set point). If these preparation are made and the variables have been correctly implemented within the template 

file, the script should be able run, and the results are printed within the standard output file of TRNSYS (in the script, 

it is called {MORGENWONEN_OUTPUT.out}). Make sure however that after every run, the values needed are saved, 

as the new run will overwrite the earlier one within the .out files! 

 

 
Figure 73: Directory for Matlab TRNSYS connection. 
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A) Template file 

 
B) TRNSYS newly formed .dck file 

 
Figure 74: A) displays the template file. In this case, the variable for the time step is replaced by the unique 

name ‘!TIMESCALE’. Through the Matlab script, the value !TIMESCALE is replaced by a self-defined value, or in this 

case 1 minute (decimal representation). The .dck file of B is ran in TRNSYS and is further used to calculate the 

heating demand.  
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Troubleshooting TRNSYS model – Matlab connection through a .dck file 

 

In case the script does not work, there are several errors which can often occur. This part provides a brief overview 

of several errors noticed within this project and how they were resolved.  

 

1. First of all, make sure that the reference to the TRNSYS executable and .dck files directory are correct. Otherwise 

the script won’t be able to run. Secondly, make sure both mentioned Matlab functions, I) {replaceinfile.m} and II) 

{Importfile.m} are situated within the same directory as the Matlab script. 

 

2.  Secondly, in case a changed variable does not appear to work, double check if within the .dck template file the 

string name attached is located at the right place. Besides, also make sure that the unique name given within the 

template file corresponds within Matlab. Otherwise, no values are replaced. A quick method to test if a variable is 

properly replaced is to use a TYPE 65 plotter within TRNSYS to monitor the signal of the variable which is replaced.  

 

3.  Thirdly, in  case the TRNSYS model is able to run a simulation, but TRNSYS displays an error when trying to run the 

allocated .dck file within Matlab, there might be several causes. 

 

3.1. The first cause could be that the variable replaced within the template file is not done correctly (e.g. a time 

dependable variable is tried to be changed, or within the template file, you accidently deleted something else besides 

the variable). This causes the newly formed .dck file not to be recognized within TRNSYS anymore. To resolve this, 

write a new .dck file within your TRNSYS model, and create a new template file. 

 

3.2. A second cause could be that the unique variable name allocated to the value which has to be replaced is not 

unique, but is also found somewhere else within the .dck file. The result is that the new .dck file is damaged. To 

resolve this, check within the template file through the find function were the nicknamed variable names are found. 

In case a different location is found outside the supposed location, change the variable name into a new ‘unique’ 

name. 

 

3.3. If the above mentioned options does not resolve the problem, the problem is likely in the TRNSYS model itself. 

It is possible that, at times, connections between different modules change when TRNSYS/Matlab tries to run the 

new .dck file. This could be the result of changes made earlier on, when, e.g. more parameters are being specified 

than that are really being used. When Matlab tries to run the adjusted .dck file, these aspects could lead to further 

problems.   

 

This last option could help to identify where these problems could lay. First, create a copy of the existing .dck file. 

Within TRNSYS, import this copy and tell TRNSYS to make a model. When imported, check if this model is able to 

solve itself, if not, check for problems and resolve them up and till the point that TRNSYS can run it’s simulation. 

After, compare again with the original model .dck file and find out what the differences are between each file/model. 

In case the imported file version works, try and run this file instead in the Matlab script, rather than the older version.   
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8.10.1 Matlab coding 

 



% Introduction 

%========================================================================== 

% This matlab file is used to 'control' occupant behaviour within the trnsys model of the  

%'MorgenWonen'dwelling by HOMIJ. 

  

%   Version 1.2;  

%   Last updated: 30-03-2016 by Randy van Eck 

  

% version 1: removing and replacing files alone 

  

% Version 1.1: added postprocessing through boxplot/min/max values search 

% and save for variables needed. 

  

% Version 1.2: Final version for project; file is cleaned and time step is 

% made variable; added more comments to explain file. 

  

% !IMPORTANT NOTE 1! 

%========================================================================== 

% This method can be used to quickly create different scenarios based on the given 

% input; however, take into accout that the more variables you add, the 

% longer the time duration will be when this scripts is ran!  

%Take this into account, otherwise you might end up running a simulation with extreme long time 

durations!! 

  

% !IMPORTANT NOTE 2! 

%========================================================================== 

% If the TRNSYS model has been altered (e.g. added a module or changed a connection),  

% you need to write a new base.dck file in which the variables need to be replaced. 

% otherwise this script will still use the older .dck file and run TRNSYS with the old model! 

  

  

  

% Step 0: model preperations 

%========================================================================== 

%   Before starting, the following files need to be within the directory at which this matlab 

file is written! 

  

%   importfile.m 

%   replaceinfile.m 

  

% Step 1: Read and direct files/ .exe trnsys. 

%========================================================================== 

% Start simulation message 

    close all; 

    clear all; 

    clc; 

  

% time step of plotting, filled in for processing: 

    timestep = (1/60); % [hour]/ default = 1/60 

     

    % other options are  

    % t = 1 = hourly interval 

    % t = (1/60) = 1 minute  

    % t = (1/30) = half hour 

  

    tic; 

    pause(2); % pause 2 ms to ensure all old data is removed (can sometimes cause trouble); 

  

% Interaction with TRNSYS starts 

    disp('Start simulation for Morgenwonen. Reading TRNSYS files.'); 

  

% Read to trnsys path/directory. 

% path were .exe trnsys executable is situated. 

    trnsyspath = '"C:\Trnsys17\Exe\TRNExe.exe"'; 

  

% path were .dck file is located; /h is to run in background, /n is to close plotter window;  

    deckpath = 

'"C:\Trnsys17\MyProjects\Buildingproject_morgenwonen\BuildingProject_MORGENWONEN.dck" /h';   

  

% Template file 



    bld_base = 

'C:\Trnsys17\MyProjects\Buildingproject_morgenwonen\BuildingProject_MORGENWONEN_BASE.dck';    

  

% file run in TRNSYS  

    bld_dest = 

'C:\Trnsys17\MyProjects\Buildingproject_morgenwonen\BuildingProject_MORGENWONEN.dck';    

  

% Step 1: Message 

    disp('TRNSYS executable and .dck files found.'); 

  

% Step 2: set up variables/ input description in relation to the input and base.dck file. 

%========================================================================== 

  

% SCHEDULES 

%========================================================================== 

% Within TRNSYS, two scenarios are modeled through type 14(a). 

% name in TRNSYS = !SCENARIO_VARIABLE; replaces X under EQUATIONS "CONTROL_SCENARIO" 

  

  

% Scenario 1 is active when scenario variable = 1  

% Case in which people are not often home (work/school/ activities etc). 

  

% Scenario 2 is active when scenario variable = 0  

% Case in which people are home often (unemployed, elderly,...) 

  

  

% OTHER VARIABLES 

%========================================================================== 

% Amount of occupants 

% base.dck name = !NOPEOPLE; found under equations "person gain".   

% m = [1 7]; [-] 

% TRNSYS model; found under EQUATIONS "Person gain" 

% modeled as (n x heating gain per capita)/surface area) x occupation rate [n x kj/hr/m2] 

  

% heating set point dwelling  

% base.dck name = !HTSP; found under equations "Heating_setpoints".  

% heatingsetpoint = [18 23];     %[oC] 

% modeled as a constant value 

  

% Heat gain equipment 

% base.dck name = !EQPVAR; found under equations "Equipment_gain" 

% Gain_EQP_1 = [370  1100];           %[kj/hr] 

% Modeled as (Gain_eqp_1/surface zone)x(schedule)x surface zone 

  

% window opening 

% base.dck name = !WINOPEN; found under "equations "infiltration air".  

% window1= [0.5 2];              %[ACH] 

% modeled in TRNSYS as: 

% infiltration losses + (1 x State(tambient) x distrubtion % open window) 

% in which state looks at temperature range at which occupants open windows 

  

%  DHW usage: Amount and duration 

% base.dck name = !DHW; found under "equations "Daily load".  

% DHW = [474 1026]; % [kg/hr] 

% Currenty modeled as DHW x schedule; with DHW being the amount of water used during a time 

period at 40[oC}  

% Water assumed used during two periods during the day (morning 7:30 till 

% 8:00) and 21:00 till 21:30. 

  

% Step 3: run forloop. 

%========================================================================== 

  

% Start number of case. 

i = 0; 

  

% For variable =[min max]; 

% to turn of heating, enter a temperature set point of 10 

  

for timescale = [1/60] % time scale at which trnsys calculates 1 = 1 hour, 1/60 = 1 minute 

    for m1 = [3];   % study: [1 7] \ base [3] 

        for HTSP = [20];  % [18 23]\ base [20] 



            for Gain_EQP_1 = [490]; % [370 1100]\ base [490] 

                for window = [1]; % [0.5 2] \ base [1] 

                    for DHW = [750]; %[474 1026] \ base [750] 

                        for SHOWERTURN = [0.125]; % 6 minutes/20 minutes     [0.1 0.3] 

                            for   SCENARIO_VARIABLE = [1]; % [1 0] \ base [1] 

                             

          % Number indicator per case; counts the number of cases. 

                 i=i+1;                              

                  

          % calculation of shower duration per person 

          % modeled as : t - (amount of people x showerduration) 

          % shower duration has to be expressed as decimals! 

           

                 showertimeperperson = 2;     % within base case, this value = 2; 

                                              % per person, equal this value to m1; 

                                      

          % formula calculates the time for how long people will shower. 

                 Duration_PP = 21.25-(showertimeperperson*SHOWERTURN);              

                                                    

          % Replaces blad_base with bld_dest before writting new variables 

                          

                [status, message] = copyfile(bld_base,bld_dest); 

                 

          % depending on the input that needs to be replaced, use one of the functions below       

     

          %convert decimal number into string:    S = num2str(a(i));; 

          %convert number into string:            Z = int2str(a(i)); 

          %convert matrix into string             m = mat2str(a(i)); 

          %combine strings into single string     T = strjoin(strings); 

          %Done within replaceinfile; 

                 

          %Replaces certain string from the base_file with the 

          %string defined before and writes it to the new file. 

          %[s, msg] = replaceinfile(.dck variable, int2srt(newvariable), new.dck); 

           

          % time scale  

                [s, msg] = replaceinfile('!TIMESCALE',num2str(timescale),bld_dest);  

           

          % Scenario used 

                [s, msg] = 

replaceinfile('!SCENARIO_VARIABLE',num2str(SCENARIO_VARIABLE),bld_dest);  

      

         % other variables 

              

                [s, msg] = replaceinfile('!NOPEOPLE',int2str(m1),bld_dest,'-nobak'); 

                [s, msg] = replaceinfile('!EQPVAR',num2str(Gain_EQP_1),bld_dest,'-nobak'); 

                [s, msg] = replaceinfile('!DHW',num2str(DHW),bld_dest,'-nobak'); 

                [s, msg] = replaceinfile('!WINOPEN',num2str(window),bld_dest,'-nobak'); 

                [s, msg] = replaceinfile('!DUR',num2str(Duration_PP),bld_dest,'-nobak'); 

                [s, msg] = replaceinfile('!HTSP',num2str(HTSP),bld_dest,'-nobak');            

                 

          % run trnsys model with new .dck file and changed variables. 

                cmndstring = horzcat(trnsyspath,' ',deckpath); 

                [status, results] = system(cmndstring); 

                 

% step 4: printing output 

% ====================================================================== 

          % Read data from .out file and print certain parameter 

          % default name of TRYNSYS output file = MORGENWONEN_OUTPUT.out 

                

importfile('C:\Trnsys17\MyProjects\Buildingproject_morgenwonen\MORGENWONEN_OUTPUT.out') 

                 

          % plot variable = data(row,column); 

          % temperatures 

                HV              = data(:,1); % Column 1 = time interval of plot 

                Temp_average    = data(:,2); % Column 2 = avarage temperature. 

                Temp_floor3     = data(:,3); % column 3 = temp Attic 

                Temp_floor2     = data(:,4); % column 4 = temp 2st floor 

                Temp_floor1     = data(:,5); % column 5 = temp 1st floor 

                Temp_ambient    = data(:,6); % column 6 = ambient temperature weather file 

                RH              = 100*data(:,11);% colum 11 = outdoor RH [%] 



                 

          % Heating demand q, and electric consumption heat pump Ehp 

          % converted from kj/hr to kWh through equation:  

          % output[kWh] = output[kj/hr]x(1/3.6)x(1/1000)*time interval[hr] 

                QDHW =  (1/(3.6*1000))*data(:,7); % heating demand DHW; [kWh] 

                QF1  =  (1/(3.6*1000))*data(:,8);  % heating demand floor 1; [kWh] 

                QF2  =  (1/(3.6*1000))*data(:,9);  % heating demand floor 2; [kWh] 

                EHP  =  (1/(3.6*1000))*data(:,10); % electric consumption heat pump [kWh] 

           

          % setting up important variables to proces data per scenario 

           

          Tavg(i)           = mean(Temp_average);                   % annual average indoor temp 

[oc] 

          E_annual(i)       = ((sum(EHP))/128)*(timescale);            % EUI electric heatpump 

[kwh/m2] 

          Number(i)         = i;                                    % Counts the amount of 

simulations run 

          overheatinghour(i)= ((sum(Temp_average >= 25.0))*(timescale));  % count overheating 

hours [T_trsnsys larger then 25 [oC] 

           

           

          % set up name for printing 

          var_1(i)    = m1;                             % Input variable 1; 

          var_2(i)    = HTSP;                           % " "   variable 2;  

          var_3(i)    = Gain_EQP_1;                     % " "  

          var_4(i)    = DHW; 

          var_5(i)    = window; 

          var_6(i)    = SHOWERTURN; 

          var_7(i)    = SCENARIO_VARIABLE; 

           

           

          % plot indoor temperatures; 

          figure(1); 

          title(['Indoor temperature case',int2str(i)]); 

          subplot(2,2,[1 2]); 

          plot(Temp_floor1,'r');hold on; 

          plot(Temp_floor2, 'b'); hold on; 

          plot(Temp_floor3, 'g'); 

          grid on; 

          xlabel('Hour values, t = 1 [h]'); 

          ylabel('Indoor temperature [^oC]'); 

          ylim([0 40]); 

          legend('Living room + Kitchen','Bedrooms','Attic','Location','northwest'); 

              

          subplot(2,2,[3 4]); 

          plot(Temp_average, 'b'); hold on; 

          plot(Temp_ambient, 'k --');  

          grid on; 

          xlabel('Hour values, t = 1 [h]'); 

          ylabel('Average Indoor temperature [^oC]'); 

          ylim([-10 40]); 

          legend('Average','Ambient','Location','northwest'); 

           

          % name to which figure is saved 

          figure1 = figure(1);  

                              

% step 5: saving output for energy and temperatures per indiviual case 

% ====================================================================== 

          % Saving variables to certain folder 

          cd('C:\Trnsys17\MyProjects\Buildingproject_morgenwonen\Scenarios_output'); 

           

          % Variables needed to be saved; in case aspects need plotting, 

          % add them! 

          output = [Temp_average Temp_floor1  Temp_floor2  Temp_floor3  EHP]; 

                     

          % Save values per case.                            

          % name of variables printed: [number of people, set point, gain 

          % through equipment, warm water usage, window opening losses] 

                Variable = [m1,HTSP,Gain_EQP_1,DHW,window, SHOWERTURN, SCENARIO_VARIABLE]; 

                                 

         % Save file as name;        



                % Case_no_(number)_par_(input).txt 

                fname1=['Case_no_',int2str(i),'_par_',num2str(Variable),'.txt']; 

                % Figure_case_no_(number); 

                                

          % save everything per case study       

                save(fname1,'output','-ascii');                     % output file 

                saveas(figure1,['case_no_',int2str(i),'.png']);     % Figure 1 

           

          % close figures so it can continue for other cases 

                close all;      

                 

         % return to .dck folder to continue study (required, or otherwise programm wil not 

correspond     

                cd('C:\Trnsys17\MyProjects\Buildingproject_morgenwonen'); 

         

          % Message at end of one case study/scenario 

                disp('Case completed.');  

                 

                                end 

                            end 

                        end 

                    end 

                 end 

            end 

        end 

    end; 

  

% step 6: analysing data; 

% ====================================================================== 

  

disp('All simulations completed!. Finding minimum and maximum values to compare with data.') 

  

% finding min and max values within all case studies. 

        simulations = Number; 

        Max = max(E_annual); 

        Min = min(E_annual); 

        Mean = mean(E_annual); 

  

% Setting out all case studies against average indoor temperature; 

        figure(2); 

        title('Scatterplot EUI heatpump over average indoor temperature'); 

        scatter(Tavg,E_annual); hold on; 

        xlim([15 30]); 

        xlabel('Average indoor temperature [^oC]'); 

        ylim([0 50]); 

        ylabel('EUI heat pump [kWh/m^2]'); 

        grid on; 

        case_study = (['Number of case studies:  ',num2str(i), ' [-]']); 

        legend(case_study); 

        figure2 = figure(2); 

  

% comparison of min, max, and measurment data 

% preperation 

        % Id numbers of dwellings 

        ID              = {'H11','H13','H25','H57a','H61','H73','Average'}; 

        % Measured values 

        Measurment      = [19.57, 23.27, 11.11, 10.03, 19.50, 12.59 16.01]; 

        n               = length(Measurment); 

        length          = 1:1:n; 

        upper_limit     = repmat(Max,1,n);  

        lower_limit     = repmat(Min,1,n);  

         

        % Compare output with measurment data 

        figure(3); 

        subplot(1,3,[1 2]); 

        bar(length,Measurment,'y'); hold; 

        plot(length,upper_limit, 'k --'); 

        plot(length, lower_limit,'k --' ); 

        title('Measurment data'); 

        ylim([0 50]); 

        ylabel('EUI heatpump [kWh/m^2]'); 



        set(gca, 'XTick', 1:n, 'XTickLabel',ID); 

        xlim([0.5;(n+0.5)]); 

        upper = (['TRNSYS-high: ',num2str(Max), ' [kWh/m^2]']); 

        lower = (['TRNSYS-lower: ', num2str(Min), ' [kWh/m^2]']); 

        legend('Measurment data',upper,lower,'location','northwest'); 

        grid on; 

         

        subplot(1,3,3); 

        boxplot(E_annual); 

        grid on; 

        title('TRNSYS output'); 

        ylabel('EUI heatpump [kWh/m^2]'); 

        ylim([0 50]); 

        boxplot_count_cases = (['Case study count: ',num2str(i), ' [-]']); 

        xlabel(boxplot_count_cases); 

        figure3 = figure(3); 

         

% save all output values 

        cd('C:\Trnsys17\MyProjects\Buildingproject_morgenwonen\Scenarios_output'); 

% save each case  

          Tavg          = Tavg';     

          E_annual      = E_annual';  

          Number        = Number';    

          var_1         = var_1'; 

          var_2         = var_2'; 

          var_3         = var_3'; 

          var_4         = var_4'; 

          var_5         = var_5'; 

          var_6         = var_6'; 

          var_7         = var_7'; 

          var_8         = overheatinghour'; 

                    

% save file with each indivual value/input (to make it easier to find 

% min/max case and related input) 

        overview = [Number Tavg E_annual var_1 var_2 var_3 var_4 var_5 var_6 var_7 var_8]; 

        fname2 = ('output_per_case.txt'); 

        save(fname2,'overview','-ascii'); 

  

% Save figures (saves(figure(number),['name']); 

        saveas(figure2,'overview cases.png');  

        saveas(figure3,'comparison cases.png');       

         

% return to original file       

        cd('C:\Trnsys17\MyProjects\Buildingproject_morgenwonen');          

         

% =========================================================================        

  

% end message 

disp('Simulation completed!'); 

  

% displays the total simulation time needed. 

toc; 

  

%========================================================================== 

% End of Script 

%========================================================================== 
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